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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN THE 
COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
AND THE 
SOCIAL SERVICES UNION, LOCAL 535, SEIU, AFL-CIO 
SOCIAL WELFARE (SW) UNIT 
JUNE 29, 2001 - JUNE 22, 2006 
ARTICLE 1. PREAMBLE 
THIS MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT is entered into by the County of San Diego, said 
political subdivision hereafter designated as "County" and the Social Services Union, Local 
535, SEIU, AFL-CIO, hereafter designated as "Union" as a mutual agreement of those 
wages, hours and conditions of employment which are to be in effect during the period 
from 8:00 a.m. on June 29, 2001, through 5:00 p.m. on June 22, 2006, for those 
employees working in classifications in the representation unit referred to in Article 2, 
Section 1 hereof. Effective dates of individual provisions shall be as set forth in the 
provision or as contained in the implementation schedule. 
ARTICLE 2. UNION RIGHTS 
Section 1. Recognition 
The County of San Diego recognizes the Social Services Union, Local 535, SEIU, AFL-
CIO, as the sole and exclusive representative for all classifications in this unit. 
This unit consists of all classifications as stated in the listing set forth in the Appendix. 
This memorandum applies to all classifications described in the Appendix, as well as such 
classes as may be added hereafter by the County. 
Section 2. Payroll Deduction 
Upon the receipt of a written request and authorization from an employee for deduction of 
Union dues and other lawfully permitted deductions, the County shall withhold such dues 
and deductions from the salary of the employee and remit the withholdings to the Union. 
The effective date of withholding, time of remitting withholdings to the Union and all 
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procedural matters shall be determined in accordance with the rules and regulations of the 
Auditor and Controller. 
Such deductions from the pay of employees for whom the Union is the recognized 
representative shall be the exclusive privilege of the Union and shall not be provided for 
any other registered or recognized employee group. 
Section 3. Maintenance of Membership 
A. Employees who are members of the Union fan the effective date of this Agreement, 
or who thereafter join the Union, shall as a condition of continued employment, 
maintain their membership in the Union for the term of this Agreement. 
B. However, a member may terminate membership in the month of June during the 
term of this Agreement by serving notice on SEIU, Local 535 or with the Auditor and 
Controller of the County, that the member desires to terminate his/her union 
membership and dues deduction. 
C. The Union agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the County for any loss or 
damages or litigation costs resulting from the operation of this Maintenance of 
Membership provision. It is also agreed that neither the Union norany employee 
shall have any claim against the County for any deductions made or not made, 
unless a claim of error is filed in writing to the County Auditor and Controller within 
thirty (30) calendar days after the date such deductions were, or should have been 
made. 
D. This Maintenance of Membership provision shall not apply to employees in 
bargaining units for which an Agency Shop arrangement has been implemented. 
Section 4. Union Access 
An authorized representative shall be permitted to meet with employees during their 15-
rhinute coffee break time or lunch time to discuss work related problems. Such meetings 
may be scheduled in the coffee room or conference room as available. 
Such representatives shall make their presence and purpose known to the Division/Section 
Chief or designee at the location. 
Section 5. Stewards 
The Union shall have the right to designate stewards for the purpose of promoting an 
effective relationship between the County and employees by assisting in settling 
grievances at the lowest possible level of the grievance procedure. The Union may 
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designate stewards to represent employees in the processing of appeals, from disciplinary 
actions, performance rating appeals, appeals resulting from denial of workers' 
compensation claims and other formal appeals. Stewards will not be entitled to County 
time off to perform as case advocates or assistant case advocates in formal appeals 
proceedings. 
A. Number of Stewards 
The Union shall be entitled to a steward in the Health & Human Services Agency 
at each work facility (e.g., County Administration Center, County Operations Center, 
Courthouse) where there are at least ten (10) employees. Where there are more 
than twenty-five (25) employees, the Union shall be entitled to appoint one (1) 
additional steward for each additional, twenty-five (25) employees or fraction thereof. 
The appointing authority may request to meet with the. Union regarding the 
placement and the number of stewards in the Agency. The placement and number 
of stewards may be changed by mutual agreement between the Union and the 
appointing authority. 
B. Selection and Designation of Stewards 
The Union shall deterrhine the method of selection and shall designate stewards 
authorized pursuant to the provisions of this Article. Upon the selection and 
designation of stewards, the Union shall provide written notice to the appointing 
authority and the County's Labor Relations Office of the names and locations of all 
stewards. The Union shall provide written notice to the appointing authority and the 
County's Labor Relations Office of any changes to the designated stewards as they 
occur. 
Duties of Stewards 
When requested by an erfipipyee, a steward may investigate any alleged grievance 
and appeals set forth above in their assigned area. The steward shall encourage 
the employee to discuss a problem informally with their supervisor prior to filing a 
formal grievance or appeal. 
Steward Representation in Appeals: Stewards shall be allowed reasonable time off 
during working hours, without loss of time or pay, to investigate, prepare and 
present appeals as set forth above. 
Upon request of an employee who desires to file a formal written grievance 
pursuant to the grievance procedure, a steward may assist the employee in 
preparing the formal written grievance and may meet with the employee and the 
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employee's immediate supervisor to attempt to resolve the grievance. In the event 
that the grievance is not resolved by the immediate supervisor, the steward shall 
have the right to represent, assist and be present with the grievant at all subsequent 
steps of the grievance procedure. 
D. Investigation of Grievances by Stewards 
In gathering information on a grievance, a steward may discuss the grievance with 
all employees immediately concerned. 
E. Release from On-Duty Time for Stewards 
Upon obtaining permission from their immediate supervisor, a steward shall be 
permitted to leave the normal work area during on-duty time for such time as is 
reasonably necessary for assisting an employee in preparing and presenting a 
grievance. The steward shali make prior arrangements and obtain permission from 
the grievant's immediate supervisor prior to entering the grievant's work area to 
contact the grievant. The grievant's immediate supervisor shall have the nght to 
make arrangements for the steward to contact the grievant at a location other than 
the work area, if, in the opinion of the steward's supervisor or the grievant's 
supervisor, the time requested by the steward would unduly interfere with the 
maintenance of an adequate level of service, permission shall be denied, and 
another date arranged as soon as possible when permission can be granted. Any 
time used by a steward to assist in preparing or presenting an employee's grievance 
during on-duty time shall be recorded by payroll purposes as "paid employee 
representative time." Any time used by a steward to assist in preparing and 
presenting an employee's grievance which does not occur during the steward's 
scheduled on-duty time shall not be considered as hours worked by the County. 
F. Steward Conduct 
A steward shall conform to all ruies of conduct and standards of performance 
applicable to other employees. A steward's workload may, from time to time, be 
adjusted to the extent the appointing authority feels it is appropriate for proper 
processing of a given grievance or group of grievances. A request for such 
adjustment may also be made by the Union. In no event, however, shall a steward 
be permitted on-duty release time for the purpose of conducting general Union 
business which is not directly related to an employee complaint nor shall a steward 
be permitted to conduct such general Union business while on duty in his or her 
normal work area. The County shall not attempt to transfer a steward for reasons 
associated with his or her duties as a steward. 
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G. In order to minimize telephone delays to the public, and avoid workplace disruption 
caused by stewards using County phones on Union representation^ matters, the 
Agency agrees to, initially, and at Agency directed subsequent moves, provide 
individual telephone lines at the desks of stewards designated under Article 2, 
Section 5.B. This does not cover subsequent changes of desk or subsequent 
changes of stewards that have not been initiated by the Agency. 
Section 6. Employee's Appearance for the Union 
The County shall grant a maximum of sixteen (16) hours time off per month without loss 
of compensation or other benefits to an employee representative of the Union when 
attending meetings of the Civil Service Commission, Labor Relations Ordinance, or the 
Board of Supervisors when the agenda for such meetings contains an item which directly 
affects the Union. No rnore. than three (3) additional employee representatives will be 
granted similar, time o f 'far each appearance when they actually testify before the Civil 
Service Commission, Labor Relations Ordinance or the Board,of Supervisors, or a 
scheduled meeting between the Union and the County.. 
Procedures'fa be. followed for requesting and. receiving release time for the.purposes 
stated irf this Section are contained in Articfe 2, Section 11. 
Section 7. Bulletin Boards , 
The County will furnish adequate bulletin board space at reasonable locations for the 
exclusive use of the Union. The bulletin boards shall only be used for posting: 
A. Union election materials. 
B. Official business reports of the Union. 
C. Union news bulletins and.meeting notices. 
D. Union membership benefits, programs, promotional information. 
E. Other written material which has been mutually agreed to by the Union and the 
Agency. Disputes will be resolved by the Agency Personnel Officer. 
The Union shall be responsible for maintaining the bulletin boards exclusively used by the 
Union. 
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In receiving the rights afforded by this Agreement, no person shall in any way be favored 
or discriminated against, due to thejr sexual orientation, or to the extent prohibited by law 
because of political or religious opinions or affiliations, or because of racial or national 
origin, or because of age or sex or disability or marital status, or union activities or 
membership. 
ARTICLE 4. WAGES 
Section 1. Wages 
A. . Wages effective June 29, 2001 through June 22, 2006 shall be as set forth in the 
Appendix hereof. 
B. During the term of this Memorandum of Agreement, the County has the 
nonappealable right to increase compensation for classifications covered by this 
Agreement. Prior to implementing any wage increase, the County shall discuss, in 
a non-meet-and-confer forum, its intention(s) with the Union. 
C. Direct Deposit 
Effective July 1. 2001. all employees, hired on or after July 1, 2001, must have 
- made arrangements for the direct deposit of their paychecks via electronic fund 
transfer into the financial institution of their choice using forms approved by the 
Auditor & Controller.. 
D. Quality First Program 
A "Quality First" performance based incentive plan may be instituted in County 
departments. The purpose of Quality First will be to insure the achievement of 
quality service and customer satisfaction. 
The "Quality First" Program is a group incentive plan independent of the wage 
schedule. It shall not result in wages being lowered. 
The Union will have input into the design and review of the Quality First 
performance teams and measures and to address Quality First operational issues 
through the Union Management committee. 
The establishment, disestablishment, administration and regulation of Quality First 
programs shall be at the discretion of the County. 
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Quality First programs are separate from and in addition to other current 
discretionary award programs for County employees. 
The Quality First program provides up to 2.0% in temporary incentive pay annually 
for success in achieving at least 2.0% savings through the program. To reward a 
team of employees whose efforts result in surpassing 2.0% in goals/savings, 
employees can receive, in a temporary salary adjustment, an additional increase on 
a 50/50 basis (50 cents on the dollar up to a maximum of 4.0% in accordance with 
the following): 
Fiscal Year 2001-2002: 
2. Fiscal Year 2002-2003: 
Fiscal Year 2003-2004: 
Fiscal Year 2004-2005: 
Fiscal Year 2005-2006: 
A Quality First wage adjustment for a temporary 
period of time up to a maximum of four percent 
(4:0%) of an employee's biweekiy rate of pay 
pursuant to the provisions implemented in the 
Quality First Program. 
A Quality First wage adjustment for a temporary 
period of time up to a maximum of four percent 
(4.0%) of aii employee's biweekly rate of pay 
pursuant to the provisions implemented in the 
Quality First Program. 
A Quality First wage adjustment for a temporary 
period of time up to a maximum of four percent 
(4.0%) of an employee's biweekly rate of pay 
pursuant to the provisions implemented in the 
Quality First Program. 
A Quality First wage adjustment for a temporary 
period of time up to a maximum of four percent 
(4.0%) of an employee's biweekly rate of pay 
pursuant to the provisions implemented in the 
Quality First Program. 
A Quality First wage adjustment for a temporary 
period of time up to a maximum of four percent 
(4.0%) of an employee's biweekly rate of pay 
pursuant to the provisions implemented in the 
Quality First Program. 
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Aggregate Amount Saved -
; , ANNUALIZED TEMPORARY 
[ . WAQE.'^ATE %,INCREASE 
i Total Potential Employee Payout 
2.0% 
3.0% 
4.0% 
5.0% 
6.0% maximum 
2.0% 
2.5% 
3.0% 
3.5% 
4.0% maximum 
Employee Eligibility Criteria: 
To be eligible to participate in the Quality First Program requires that, during each 
applicable plan year: 
a. The employee must have begun his/her employment with the County 
on or before December 31s1; 
b. The employee must not have received a sub-standard performance 
evaluation orequivalent rating; and 
c. The employee must not have received final disciplinary action, which 
includes any County appeal or County review procedures" including 
the Civil Service Commission. Disciplinary actions are defined as 
those formal actions that are recognized by the Civil Service Rules, 
Section 7.2, but shall not include written reprimands. 
Section 2. Step Plan 
A. Performance-Based Step Advancement 
Employees shall advance to the next higher step, if for the preceding performance 
rating period, the employee's overall performance was rated meets or exceeds 
expectations or higher or standard or higher. Employees who do not advance to the 
next step because they have received a performance rating below meets or 
exceeds expectations or below standard, shall receive, if requested by the 
employee, a supplemental appraisal midway through the employee's next appraisal 
cycle. This supplemental appraisal shall be dated from the date of the previous 
rating period and will adjust the beginning date of the next appraisal. The 
administrative appeal process set forth in the Civil Service Rule 5.1.5 shall be 
available to employees who have been rated below standard and thereby denied 
a step increase. 
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If the employee receives a meet or exceeds expectations or a standard rating on 
the supplemental evaluation, he/she will receive his/her step increase effective the 
first day of the-firstpay period following such evaluation. 
ARTICLE 5. HOURS OF WORK AND COMPENSATION 
Section 1. Hours of Work 
This Article establishes the County standard for hours of work. 
Biweekly compensation prescribed in the Appendix is based on a full-time schedule of 80 
working hours in each biweekly pay period. 
Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed as a guarantee or limitation of the number 
of hours to be worked per day, per work period, or for any other period of time. 
A. Work Day 
The standard workday shall be eight (8) consecutive hours of work exclusive of a 
lunch period' in a consecutive twenty-four (24) hour day. 
B. Work Week 
The standard work period is seven (7) consecutive days within which is included two 
(2) consecutive days of rest in a seven (7) consecutive day period. This work period 
shall be forty (40) hours. 
C. Payroll Period 
The payroll period begins on the Friday which is the first day of the pay period and 
ends on the Thursday which is the last day of the pay period and consists of ten 
(10) standard work days and four (4) days of rest during the fourteen (14) 
consecutive day payroll period. 
D. Twenty-Four Hour Operations 
Schedules for employees who work shifts in 24-hour operations shall be established 
by the appointing authority and posted. Routine changes to such shifts shall be 
posted at least fourteen (14) calendar days prior to the effective date of the change. 
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Employees who report to work on shifts which begin in one calendar date and end 
in the next shall be compensated for the entire shift for the date the shift begins. 
Shifts shall not be scheduled to include split shifts, except in temporary emergency 
situations. Employees on shifts shall be scheduled to work ten (10) days and be off 
four (4) days in a fourteen (14) day work period. To the extent possible, the 
appointing authority will generally allow a schedule which will provide the employee 
with two (2) consecutive days off. 
A minimum of eight (8) hours of rest wili be provided between the end of one shift 
and the beginning of a hew shift. 
E. Changes 
The hours of work of the office or facility shall be established by the appointing 
authority and may be changed to meet operational or other requirements upon 
fourteen (14) calendar days notice to the affected employees. 
Where work schedules are regularly and routinely used, such schedules shall be 
posted in plain view at least fourteen (14) calendar days prior to the effective date 
of any routine and general work schedule change. 
F. Lunch Period 
The standard unpaid lunch period shall be one hour; however, alternatives to a one-
hour unpaid lunch period may be allowed at the discretion of the Agency when such 
alternatives meet operational needs. 
G. Rest Periods 
Employee work schedules shall provide for a rest period not to exceed fifteen 
minutes during each half-work day. The rest period is to be taken at approximately 
the midpoint of each half-work day, if work and coverage reasonably permit. If work 
or coverage do not reasonably so permit, then the rest period is to be taken as time 
is available, but not so as to shorten the work day or lengthen the lunch break. Rest 
areas shall be open to employees for use as such during regular work hours except 
when conferences have been scheduled for their use. 
Any subject which is allowable for discussion before, during, or after work, is 
allowable during the rest period in the rest areas. 
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Section 2. Overtime Work and Compensation 
This Section is intended only to provide the basis for the calculation of and payment for 
overtime and shall not be construed as a guarantee of hours of work per day or per pay 
period. 
A. Definition of Overtime 
Full-time employees: Full-time employees' overtime is authorized or ordered work 
actually worked by an employee, which is in excess of the standard work period. 
No full-time employee will be compensated for overtime unless he/she works more 
than forty (40) hours in a standard work period. 
Permanent part-time employees: Part-time employees are defined as those who 
work a regular schedule of less than forty (40) hours in a standard work period. 
Permanent part-time employees' overtime is authorized or ordered work, actually 
worked which is in excess of the standard 40-Hour work period. 
B. "Calculation' of Overtime 
Calculation of overtime shall be based oh the employee's regular rate of pay. This 
regular rate shall include the base rate for the employee's classification plus all 
differentials or bonus rates excluding the ratification bonus, to which the employee 
would be entitled for the overtime work performed. 
Notwithstanding any other policy, practice, rule, regulation or Agreement provision 
to the contrary, any absence including, but not limited to, paid sick leave, disability 
leave, bereavement leave, vacation, holiday, jury duty, reporting for a draft board, 
compensatory time off, or unpaid work furlough or any other paid or unpaid time-off 
which may be infrequent, sporadic or unpredictable shall not be counted as hours 
actually worked during a work period when establishing eligibility for any type of 
overtime compensation'. 
Compensation is defined as either cash payment or compensatory time off, or a 
combination of cash payment and compensatory time off, in accordance with the 
overtime code established for the employee's class. Employees shall have their 
overtime hours computed as follows: 
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Code "F" - Employees covered by FLSA are eligible for overtime 
(Covered) at time and one-half cash or compensatory time off. 
All employees - Are eligible for a minimum of three (3) hours call-back 
overtime at time and one-half cash (4.5 hours pay). 
Code "C" - Employees exempt from FLSA are eligible for straight 
(Exempt) cash or compensatory time off. 
The decision to pay for overtime worked in cash or compensatory time off shall be 
at the discretion of the appointing authority with consideration for the employee's 
choice. 
C. Accrual of Compensatory Time Off 
When an employee is allowed to accumulate compensatory time off, such accrual 
shall be limited to a maximum of 160 hours at the beginning of a biweekly pay 
period. Balances which exceed 160 hours will automatically be reduced to 160 
hours. 
Employees will be given the opportunity to take off accumulated compensatory time 
before exceeding 160 hours or having their accumulation reduced. When granting 
' compensatory time off, the appointing authority will give consideration to the desires 
of the employee. 
An employee shall have fifteen (15) working days advance notice before being 
required to take compensatory time off. This 15-day notice shall not apply to 
departments headed by elected appointing authorities unless approved by said 
elected appointing authorities. 
FLSA-covered employees who are laid off or who terminate shall receive 
compensation for unused compensatory time earned after April 15,1986, fortime 
"
:
 ' actually worked not exceeding 160 hours. 
Section 3. Call-Back Work 
A. Regular Call-Back 
The appointing authority may on occasion find it necessary to contact an employee 
who is off duty and order the employee to report back to the work site to perform 
necessary services. 
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Court Call-Back 
The Court may subpoena an employee to appear in court on official business at a 
time which is outside the employee's regular work schedule. 
B. Eligibility for Call-Back 
To qualify for regular call-back compensation, the employee must have left the work 
site and be required to physically report back to a work site. 
To be eligible for court call-back, the employee must be required to respond to the 
Court's subpoena by appearing in court on County business outside the employee's 
regular work schedule. 
C. Calculation of Call-Back 
Compensation of each call-back shall be based on a minimum of three hours pay 
at time-and-one-half, even if the employee worked less than 3 hours during the call-
back. Time worked in excess of 3 hours shall be compensated in accprdance with 
Section 2. Overtime. 
An employee call backed again during ,the.3 hour period of an initial call-back, shall 
be compensated for three hours of call-back duty only, except that if the second or 
subsequent call-back adds time worked beyond the initial three (3) hours, this time 
shall be compensated in accordance with Section 2, Overtime. Upon expiration of 
the first 3 hours of a call-back, and provided the employee has gone off duty and 
left the work site, an additional call-back shall be compensated as for the initial call-
back. 
Employee called back to duty shall, except for emergency situations, be given eight 
(8) hours rest in the 24-hour period which begins at the start of their last normal shift 
except that upon mutual agreement between the employee and the appointing 
authority, call-back compensation may be used to delay the start of the next work 
day for hours actually worked as call-back. 
Section 4. Standby Duty Compensation 
Standby Duty is that time during which an employee is assigned to stand by during specific 
hours outside the normal work period assignment, during which the employee must remain 
where he/she can be contacted by telephone, ready for immediate return to work to 
perform an essential service. 
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Certain standby shifts are designated as "critical" where the employee must report 
immediately upon being called to perform a service which cannot be delayed until the next 
normal working day, and which service is so critical as to frequently mean the difference 
between life and death. 
Standby duty does not count as time worked, except to the extent that an employee is 
required to, and does actually return to a work place and perform actual service. 
Employees assigned to standby shall not'be entitled to call-back work compensation. An 
employee contacted through the Agency during standby duty hours and required to 
perform services without leaving the place of contact, shall receive compensation for such 
time worked in the same manner such employees receive scheduled overtime 
compensation. To be eligible for such compensation, employees must be authorized and 
ordered by the Agency to perform such services. 
A. To be eligible to receive standby compensation, an employee must actually be 
assigned to a position which has been designated by the appointing authority and 
approved by the Chief Administrative Officer as an official standby, or critical 
standby, position. 
B. 'Compensation. Employees who Serve a standby shift, shall be paid the equivalent 
of one hour's compensation for each normal standby shift, provided such shift is not 
longer than the employee's normal workday. A normal workday is defined as eight 
hours. Employees who serve a critical standby shift shall be paid the equivalent of 
two hours compensation for each critical standby shift. Change to standby shifts 
shall not qualify an employee for non-routine shift change premium. 
Section 5. Available Time 
A. Available Time Defined 
Available time means that an employee has requested to be considered for hours 
of work in addition to his/her routine work schedule during which such employee can 
be contacted by telephone for immediate return to duty to perform an essential 
service. ' ' 
B. Available time shall not count as time worked, except to the extent that an employee 
is required to, and does perform actual service. Such time performing actual 
service shall be compensated at the employee's regular overtime rate. 
Section 6. Non-Routine Shift Change Compensation 
This provision is applicable to employees who work shift schedules of other than the 
normal eight to five working hours, and which schedules are routinely established in 
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advance as to hours and days to be worked. It may become necessary upon occasion for 
Management to change the employees' shift hours or day off to meet operational needs 
or cover for unscheduled absences. When this occurs, the affected employee will be given 
notice. When this notice is given in less than 14 calendar days, the employee will receive 
a $30 premium. 
Section 7. temporary Assignment Compensation 
When the appointing authority determines it.is necessary to cover a position from which 
the incumbent is absent or which is temporarily vacant for any reason, the appointing 
authority may assign an employee in a lower class covered by this agreement to 
temporarily perform the duties of the vacant position in a higher class in accordance with 
the following: 
A. A written request shall be submitted by the appointing, authority, prior to the 
, assignment (or in, an emergency within five (5) working days thereafter), to the 
Director, Department of Human Resources. 
B. The,Director,,.Department of Human,.Resources,.has approved th§, appointing 
authority's requestfortemporary assignment. 
C. The employee prpposed to be assigned to the higher class is qualified to perform 
the duties of the higher class. ,, 
D. The employee will remain in his/her current class during the time he/she is assigned 
to perform the duties of the higher class. At the conclusion of such assignment, the 
rate shall return to the normal rate for the employee's current class. An employee 
who is temporarily assigned to the duties of a higher class and who terminates or 
is terminated from County service during such assignment, shall be paid terminal 
benefits at the rate appropriate .to such employee's current class. 
E. The assignment must be for pver four (4) weeks but must not exceed twenty-six (26) 
weeks. Employees on temporary assignment, after four (4) weeks, will be 
compensated from the first day of appointment. 
F. The employee so assigned shall be compensated by receiving, in addition to the 
base rate of compensation which has been established for his/her current class, a 
"bonus rate." This bonus rate shall be the difference between the rate of 
compensation for his/her current class and that of the higher class. 
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G. The amount of the "bonus rate" in "F" is determined by: 
1. Equating the employee's current hourly rate with the same hourly rate in the 
higher class and advancing one step; or 
2. If the higher class does hot contain an hourly rate that equates with the 
employee's current hourly rate, then the "bonus rate" shall be determined by 
setting the compensation one step above the next highest hourly rate in the 
higher classification; provided, however, that the higher rate of compensation 
shall be set at the entry step when the entry step of the higher class exceeds 
the top step of the current class by a percentage difference of five percent 
(5%) or more when rounded to the nearest tenth of a percent. 
ARTICLE 6. WORK PREMIUMS 
Section 1. Calculation of Work Premiums 
Work premiums designated as bonus rates and which are stated as a percentage, shall 
be added to the employee's basic hourly rate of compensation. When more than one 
premium is applicable, each premium shall separately be added to the employee's basic 
hourly rate; Premiums shall riot be pyramided or compounded. 
Work premiums designated as biweekly dollar amounts shall be added in a lump sum to 
the employee's biweekly compensation without regard for the employee's basic hourly rate. 
Section 2. Bilingual Premium (All languages) 
The appointing authority may assign a qualified employee to perform bilingual duties in 
positions which have been identified and designated as requiring such bilingual skills. The 
Agency willrecommend the effective date for bilingual pay as the date the employee is 
assigned such duties, or passes the bilingual proficiency test, whichever is later. In order 
to insure an adequate level of bilingual proficiency, the Director, Department of Human 
Resources, may require periodic evaluation of incumbents receiving bilingual premium. 
Class A: The rate for Class A bilingual skills is $32.30 biweekly; $0.40375 per 
hour for 80 hours of paid service - thereafter, the FLSA regular rate 
for overtime shall apply. To qualify for this rate, the employee must 
be assigned to a position designated as requiring bilingual skills 50% 
or more of the time or 40 hours or more in an 80-hour biweekly pay 
period, or to a position designated as requiring technical bilingual 
skills (reading, writing translation). The fifty percent usage 
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requirement shall mean the actual time spent conversing or 
interpreting in a second language. 
Class B: The rate of Class B bilingual skills is $16.15 biweekly; $0.20875 per 
hour for 80 hours of paid service - thereafter, the FLSA regular rate 
, for overtime .shall apply. To qualify for this rate, the employee must 
be assigned to a position designated as requiring bilingual skills less 
than 50% ,of the time or 39 hours or less in an 80-hour biweekly pay 
period. This fifty percent usage requirement shall mean the actual 
time spent conversing or interpreting in a second language. 
Eligible Classes: 
5225 - Eligibility Control Worker 
5226 - Eligibility Training Specialist 
5245 - Patient Services Specialist I 
5255 - Patient Services Specialist II 
5246 - Patient Services Specialist III 
5234 - Social Services Trainer 
Employees in positions designated as bilingual on or before June 28,1979, shall continue 
to receive Class A bilingual premium whiie in any bilingual position. Employees assigned 
to positions June 29, ^7$, or after shall receive either Class A or Class B bilingual 
premium, as appropriate. 
For purposes of terminal pay, bilingual premium shall riot be computed in the employee's 
base wage rate. 
Section 3. Retention/Recruitment Bilingual Premium (All languages) 
The apoointing authority may assign a qualified employee to perform bilingual duties in 
positions which have been identified and designated as requiring such bilingual skills. The 
Agency will recomrnend the effective date for bilingual pay as the date the erhployee is 
assigned such duties, or passes the bilingual proficiency test, whichever is later. In order 
to insure an adequate level of bilingual proficiency, the Director, Department of Human 
Resources, may require periodic evaluation of incumbents receiving the premium. 
Class A: Effective July 5, 1996, the rate for Class A bilingual skills is $40.00 
biweekly; $0.50 per hour for 80 hours of paid service - thereafter, the 
FLSA regular rate for overtime shall apply. To qualify for this rate, the 
employee must be assigned to a position designated as requiring 
bilingual skills 50% or more of the time or 40 hours or more in an 80-
hour biweekly pay period, or to a position designated as requiring 
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technical bilingual skills (reading, writing translation). The fifty percent 
usage requirement shall mean the actual time spent conversing or 
interpreting in a second language. 
Class B: Effective July 5, 1996, the rate of Class B bilingual skills is $20.00 
biweekly; $0.25 per hour for 80 hours of paid service - thereafter, the 
FLSA regular rate for overtime shall apply. To qualify for this rate, the 
employee must be assigned to a position designated as requiring 
bilingual skills less than 50% of the time or 39 hours or less in an 80-
hour biweekly'pay period. This fifty percent usage requirement shall 
mean the actual time spent conversing or interpreting in a second 
language. 
;
 Eligible Classes: 
5221-Eligibility Technician 
4913-Protective Services Assistant 
5257-Protective Services Worker 
5258 - Senior Protective Services Worker 
4912-Social Services Aide I 
4911-SppiafServices Aide II 
5235 - Social Worker I 
5265 - Social Worker II 
5260 - Social Worker III 
5266 - Social Worker IV 
5261-Social Worker V 
Employees in positions designated as bilingual on or before June 28,1979, shall continue 
to receive Class A bilingual premium while in any bilingual position. Employees assigned 
to positions June 29, 1979, or after shall receive either Class A or Class B bilingual 
premium, as appropriate. 
For purposes of terminal pay, bilingual premium shall not be computed in the employee's 
base wage rate. 
Section 4. Bilingual Premium (Protective Service Worker/Social Worker Spanish 
Recruitment/Retention) 
The appointing authority may assign a qualified employee to perform Spanish bilingual 
duties in child protective services positions in the Children's Services Bureau which have 
been identified and designated as requiring Spanish bilingual skills. The Health & Human 
Services Agency will recommend the effective date for Spanish bilingual pay as the date 
the employee is assigned such duties or passes the Spanish bilingual proficiency test, 
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whichever is later. In order to insurean adequate level of Spanish bilingual proficiency, 
the Director, Department of Human Resources, may require periodic evaluation of 
incumbents receiving the premium. 
Class A:". Effective July 3, 1998, the rate for Class A Spanish bilingual skills is 
$72.00 biweekly; $0.90 per hpur for 80 hours of paid service -
thereafter, the FLSA regular rate for overtime shall apply. To qualify 
for this rate, the employee must be assigned to a position designated 
as requiring Spanish bilingual skills 50% or more of the time or 40 
hours or more in an 80-hour biweekly pay period, or to a position 
designated as requiring technical Spanish bilingual skills (reading, 
writing and translation). The fifty percent usage requirement shall 
mean the actual time spent conversing or interpreting in the Spanish 
language. 
Class B: Effective July 3, 1998, the rate of Class B Spanish bilingual skills is 
$40.00 biweekly; $0.50 per hour for 80 hours of paid service -
thereafter, the FLSA regular rate for overtime shall apply. To qualify 
for this rate, the employee must be assigned to a position designated 
as requiring Spanish bilingual skills less than 50% of the time or 39 or 
less hours in an 80-hour biweekly pay period. This fifty percent usage 
requirement shall mean the actual time spent conversing or 
interpreting in the Spanish language. 
Eligible Classes: 
5254 - Protective Services Worker III 
5253 - Protective Services Worker II 
5257 - Protective Services Worker I 
5261 - Social Worker V 
5266 - Social Worker IV 
5260 - Social Worker III 
5265 - Social Worker ii 
5235 - Social Worker I 
Employees in designated classes eligible to receive this premium shall not also be eligible 
to receive either the Bilingual Premium contained in Article 6, Section 2 or the 
Retention/Recruitment Bilingual Premium contained in Article 6, Section 3 of this 
Agreement. 
For purposes of terminal pay, this Spanish bilingual premium shall not be computed in the 
employee's base wage rate. 
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Section 5. Night Shift Premium 
A. Night shift premium is compensation for employees who work a scheduled night or 
graveyard shift when more than half of the hours of such shifts occur between the 
hours of 5 p.m. and 8 a.m. Compensation for working such established shift shall 
be: 
Second (night) shift: 55 cents per hour 
Third (graveyard) shift: 55 cents per hour 
B. Night shift premium shall apply to hours worked and shall not apply to paid holiday, 
vacation, sick leave or other paid leave or terminal payoff. 
Section 6. Master of Social Work (MSW) Premium 
An employee in an eligible class shall be paid $50 (fifty dollars) biweekly upon furnishing 
satisfactory evidence that he/she possesses a Master of Social Work (MSW) degree. 
Eligible Classes: 
5257 - Protective Services Worker I . 
5253 - Protective Services Worker II 
5254 - Protective Services Worker III 
Grandfather Provision for Incumbents as of August 5. 1988 
Notwithstanding the above, employees employed as of August 5,1988 as Social Worker 
IV or Social Worker V, and who are appointed to positions as Protective Services Worker 
or Senior Protective Services Worker before December 30,1988, will be eligible for the 
MSW premium herein upon appointment, provided that the employee so appointed 
possesses either a Master of Counseling Degree based on a two-year program or a 
Master's Degree with an M.F.C.C. Employees hired after August 5,1988 must possess 
an MSW Degree in order to be eligible for the MSW premium. 
This premium is paid for paid time off, but not for terminal payoff. 
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Section 7. Hospital Outstation Assignment Premium 
Eligible employees regularly assigned to the Hospital Outstation Program in the Health & 
Human Services Agency shall be paid $50.00 biweekly. This premium is paid for time off, 
but not for terminal payoff. 
Eligible Class: 
5221-Eligibility Technician 
ARTICLE 7. PAID LEAVES 
Section 1. Holidays and Holiday Compensation 
The County shallobserve the following holidays: 
1. Independence Day, July 4 
2. Labor Day, First Monday in September 
3. Veterans Day, November 11 
4. Thanksgiving Day, Fourth Thursday in November 
5. Day after Thanksgiving, Fourth Friday in November 
6. Christmas Day, December 25 
7. New Year's Day, January 1 
8. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Day, Third Monday in January. 
9. President's Day/Susan B. Anthony Day, Third Monday in February 
10. Cesar Chavez Day, March 31 
f i . ' " Memorial Day, Last Monday in May 
12. Floating Holiday - Personal Leave/Belief Day 
13. Floating Holiday - Employee's Birthday 
In addition, any other day of national mourning or celebration provided that it has been 
proclaimed by the Board of Supervisors, and provided that the Board directs the closure 
of County offices for public service which are normally closed on holidays. Any such 
holiday shall be granted only to those employees who are regularly scheduled to work on 
the day for which such holiday is proclaimed by the Board. 
A. Floating Holidays - Personal Leave/Belief Day 
Employees, who have paid service in Payroll 02, shall be entitled to 1/10 the 
employee's regularly scheduled biweekly hours, not to exceed eight (8) hours of 
holiday time. This time may be taken beginning in Payroll 03 at a time agreeable 
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to both the employee and the appointing authority. The eight (8) hours of holiday 
time is to be used prior to the end of the fiscal year in which it was earned and may 
be taken in increments of less than eight (8) hours. This day shall not be 
considered a holiday for payroll purposes. 
Birthday Holiday 
An employee shall be eligible to receive his/her birthday off as a holiday, which time 
shall be 1/10 the number of hours' in the employee's regularly scheduled biweekly 
hours, not to exceed eight (8) hours. A birthday occurring on Saturday shall be 
taken on the preceding Friday; a birthday occurring on a Sunday shall be taken on 
the following Monday except that if the needs of the Agency require that the 
employee work, the employee, with the approval of the appointing authority, shall 
have the choice of another day on which to observe the employee's birthday. If the 
birthday falls on the employee's normally scheduled day off, during the employee's 
absence on paid leave, or on a holiday, the employee shall receive paid time off 
equivalent to one-tenth (1/10th) the number of hours in that employee's regular 
biweekly pay period, not to exceed eight (8) hours. 
B. • Eligibility for Holidays 
Only employees paid at a biweekly rate are entitled to paid holidays. Employees 
who are'bn paid status the entire work day before as well as the entire work day 
"•" ' after a holiday shall receive compensation for eight (8) hours of holiday time, which 
time shall be considered as hours worked. Permanent part-time employees' 
compensated holiday time shall be equivalent to one-tenth (1/10th) the number of 
regularly scheduled hours in that employee's biweekly pay period during which the 
holiday occurred. 
c; Compensation for Holidays Worked 
1. For working a holiday, employees working in a class designated to receive 
cash payment or compensatory time off for overtime at one and one-half 
times their hourly rate, shall earn, for each hour of the holiday worked, 
compensatory time off equivalent to the number of hours actually worked but 
not to exceed 1/1 Oth the number of hours in that employee's normal biweekly 
pay period. In addition, such employees shall receive cash compensation 
at one-half time rate for the number of hours compensatory time off was 
earned. Time worked in excess of eight (8) hours on a holiday shall be 
compensated in accordance with Article 5, Section 2, Overtime. 
2. For working a holiday, those employees in classes not covered in a 
subparagraph (1) shall earn compensatory time off equivalent to the number 
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of hours actually worked but not to exceed 1/10th the number of hours in that 
employee's normal biweekly pay period. Time worked in excess of eight (8) 
hours on a holiday shall be compensated in accordance with Article 5, 
Section 2, Overtime. 
D. Holiday Occurring on a Scheduled Day Off 
Exce.pt for holidays occurring on a Saturday or Sunday, if a holiday falls on an 
employee's regularly scheduled day off, the employee will receive the equivalent of 
onertejith (1/10th) the number of regularly scheduled hours in the employee's 
biweekly pay period. Sunday holidays will be observed on Monday. Saturday 
holidays will be observed on Friday. 
E. Holiday Schedule for Court Officers 
The purpose of this provision is to achieve consistency in the scheduling of holidays 
for County employees assigned to work in the courts with those holidays observed 
by the courts and shall not be construed to provide greater or lesser compensation 
for, or number of holidays than received each fiscal year by employees assigned to 
work in other County departments. 
1. . Employees assigned to the courts shall receive those specific holidays 
observed by the courts even if these holidays are not. observed by other 
County offices and departments; and 
2. Employees assigned to the courts shall not receive any holiday observed by 
County offices and departments which is not also observed by the courts. 
3. Notwithstanding subparagraph D. 1, in the event a holiday is observed by the 
courts that is not also observed by the County, the appointing authority may 
require County employees to use paid or unpaid leave on the court holiday. 
F. Holiday Compensation - Twenty-Four Hour Operations 
Employees regularly assigned to work shifts in 24-hour operations (Article 5, 
Section 1.D.) will not receive holiday compensation on the "Friday before" or the 
"Monday after" the Christmas Day or New Year's Day holidays when these holidays 
fall on Saturday or Sunday. 
Instead, the employees, who are assigned to work shifts on December 25 and 
January 1, will receive holiday compensation pursuant to Sections C (1) & C (2) 
above on those dates. For employees who do not work oh December 25 and 
January 1 because these holidays fall on the employee's regularly scheduled day 
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The appointing authority shall provide notice to the employees of the amount of 
vacation required to be used to conform to the maximum allowable accumulation. 
However, if the needs of the service prevent an appointing authority from providing 
the employee with the opportunity to take the vacation credit required to conform 
to the maximum allowable, the employee shall retain all accumulated vacation 
credit. For other good cause or extraordinary circumstances, the CAO may, upon 
request of the appointing authority, certify the retention of all or a portion of vacation 
credit for a specified period of time. 
No employee earning 7.692% or less of a working hour of vacation credit for each 
hour of paid service shall be required to take off more than 240 hours (30 days) of 
vacation time each fiscal year. Employees earning more than 7.692% of a working 
hour of vacation credit for each hour of paid service shall not be required to take 
vacation credit of more than 280 hours (35 days) of vacation time each fiscal year. 
Effective January 10. 2002: 
1. The balance of an employee's vacation credits of record (including vacation 
earned but not credited); hereinafter "accumulation" shall not exceed an 
amount equal to twice the annualized current vacation earnings rate of the 
employee. This is the employee's "Maximum Balance." 
2. In any payroll period, an employee shai! earn vacation equal to the lesser of: 
a. The amount specified in Section "B" above; or 
b. The amount of earnings necessary which, when added to the 
employee's existing accumulation, will cause the accumulation to 
equal the employee's Maximum Balance. 
3. If, at the end of any payroll period, an employee's accumulation equals or 
exceeds the employee's Maximum Balance, no vacation credits shall be 
earned by the employee for that payroll period. 
4. Employees whose vacation accumulation exceeds their Maximum Balance 
on the effective date of this agreement will not have the excess credits 
removed except through normal usage (including Catastrophic Leave 
donations) or pay down in accordance with Section 2.E. below, or adjustment 
required to correct an error. 
5. The County shall notify employees who have reached eighty percent (80%) 
of their Maximum Balance. 
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E. Vacation Credit Pavdowh 
An appointing'authority may authorize a portion of an employee's vacation credits 
to be converted to a cash payment under the following circumstances: 
1. The emp|byee% vacation balance has exceeded an amount equal to eighty 
percent (80%/of his/her Maximum Balance; and 
2. The employee is, or imminently will be, foregoing vacation credit accruals due 
to reaching the Maximum Balance; and 
3. The employee has used one-half (50%) of his/her authorized annualized 
vacation accrual for the period inclusive of payroll 07 of the previous fiscal 
year and payroll 06 of the current fiscal year; and 
4. The employee has requested, and been denied, use of vacation prior to 
reaching his/her Maximum Balance. 
5. The paydown shall be limited to an amount^which will leave a remaining 
balance of no less than seventh-five percent (75%) of the Maximum Balance. 
6. When an employee is to be paid or credited the monetary value of vacation, 
such compensation shall be made on the basis of the employee's basic rate 
of pay at that time plus those applicable premiums or bonuses which are 
being paid as part of the employee's hourly rate at the time of separation 
exclusive of any biweekly fixed dollar amount premiums and any other 
premiums specifically identified as excluded from terminal payout. 
F. Extraordinary Work Load Exception 
Notwithstanding Section E (3) above, an employee, who is assigned to a major 
project or significant workload for which the project or work related activities extend 
over twelve (12) continuous months or more and the employee is, or imminently will 
be, foregoing vacation credit accruals due to reaching the Maximum Balance, may 
have vacation credits converted to a cash payment as described in Section E 
above. 
G. Vacation Credits at Separation from County Service 
At the time an employee is separated from the County service, the monetary value 
of all vacation entitlement shall be paid. An employee retiring from County service 
may be granted a terminal vacation in lieu of being paid its monetary value. An 
employee on terminal vacation shall not earn any vacation credit. 
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When an employee is to be paid or credited the monetary value of vacation, such 
compensation shall be made on the basis of the employee's basic rate of pay at that 
time plus those applicable premiums or bonuses which are being paid as part of the 
employee's hourly rate at the time of separation exclusive of any biweekly fixed 
dollar amount premiums and any other premiums specifically identified as excluded 
from terminal payout. 
Section 3. Bereavement Leave 
Bereavement leave is paid leave which is available to an employee at the time of death or 
funeral of a member of the employee's immediate family as defined below. 
A. Eligibility 
Only biweekly rate employees on paid status shall be eligible for paid bereavement 
leave. 
B. Amount of Leave 
Bereavement leave shall not exceed three (3) work days for the death of a member 
of the employee's immediate family. In addition, an employee shall be entitled to 
use two (2) days of sick leave as bereavement leave. 
C. Immediate Family 
Immediate family includes husband, wife, child, stepchild, brother, brother-in-law, 
stepbrother, sister, sister-in-law, stepsister, grandmother, grandfather, grandchild, 
parent, stepparent, mother-in-law, father-in-law, or any person serving as a parent, 
or who has served as a parent, or any other close person living in the same 
household as the employee. 
Section 4. Sick Leave "'• 
Sick leave is paid leave earned and granted to an eligible employee for absences from 
work caused by personal illness or injury, for emergency or routine medical or dental 
appointments, and for reasonable travel time to and from health care facilities. 
An employee may also be granted up to a maximum of fifty-two (52) hours of paid sick 
leave in a twelve-month period for the purpose of caring for a member of his/her immediate 
family (as defined in Paragraph C below) who is ill or injured. In addition, if the employee 
requests paid sick leave in excess of fifty-two (52) hours in order to care or arrange care 
for a member of his/her immediate family who is critically or terminally ill, additional sick 
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leave is_ayailable to the employee when granted by the appointing authority upon receipt 
of satisfactory verification ,frorn a physician. 
A. Eligibility 
Employees eligible to earn sick leave are those employees who are paid at a 
biweekly rate, and who have regularly scheduled paid service of not less than one-
half of the standard eighty (80) hour pay period. 
B. Earnings . . . 
Eligible employees shall earn sick leave credit at the rate of five percent (5%) of the 
employee's regularly scheduled hours per pay period. The hour/day approximate 
equivalent sick leave accrual for full-time, employees, over one year (26 pay periods) 
is 104 hours, or 13 days. Sick leave is credited in units of one-tenth (1/10th) of one 
hour, up to a maximum of four (4) hours, at the beginning of the pay period following 
the one in which it was earned. 
C. Definition pf Immediate Family. .... ..-. ., 
immediate family includes, husband, wjfe, child, stepchild, brother, stepbrother, 
sister, stepsister, parent, stepparent, or any person serving as a parent, or who has 
served as a parent, or any other person living in the same household as the 
employee. 
D. Use of Sick Leave 
Sick leave is available the first day of the pay period following the pay period in 
which it was earned, and is taken in units of one-tenth (1/10th) of one hour. Use of 
sick leave is subject to the approval of the appointing authority. Upon request of an 
employee, the appointing authority may allow the substitution of five (5) or more 
days of sick leave for paid vacation, provided the employee furnishes a doctor's 
.statement or other satisfactory evidence that the.emplpyee.was ill or injured for five 
(5) or more consecutive days. 
E. Request for Sick Leave 
Each request for sick leave shall set forth the reasons for the request and such 
further information as may be required. Each request for more than five (5) 
consecutive work days of sick leave shall be accompanied by a doctor's verification 
or other evidence satisfactory to the appointing authority which demonstrates the 
employee's incapacity to return to work or necessity to be absent. A request 
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because of the death of a member of the employee's immediate family will not 
require such verification. 
Upon request of the appointing authority, an employee shall be required to provide 
the above-described verification of the proper use of sick leave at any time prior to 
the expiration of five (5) consecutive work days, if the appointing authority has good 
cause to require such earlier verification and has so informed the employee. 
F. Compensation for Unused Sick Leave 
1. Employees, who enter County service after June 30, 1979, shall not be 
eligible for compensation for any of their unused sick leave credits. 
2. An employee with ten (10) or more years of continuous service during that 
employee's present employment who retires, voluntarily terminates, dies, 
discontinues earning sick leave credits by reason of that employee changing 
from being paid at a biweekly rate, is elected to County office, or is laid off, 
shall be paid twenty-five percent (25%) of that employee's accumulated sick 
leave credits. An employee who received such compensation shall have no 
right to restoration of any sick leave credit upon return to County service. 
3. Employees who earned County service prior to July 1, 1979, and in 
accordance with the above provisions, shall be compensated for their 
unused sick leave credits as determined by the following payout ranges: 
$11,001 
10,001 
9,001 
8,001 
7,001 
6,001 
-0-
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
$ 12,000 
11,000 
10,000 
9,000 
8,000 
7,000 
6,000 
Cash payout for unused sick leave credits shall not exceed the upper limit of 
the range at which the employee's unused credits lie as of June 30,1979. 
G. Conversion of Sick Leave Credits to Retirement Service Credit 
Upon retirement, deferred retirement, disability retirement from County service, or 
death, an eligible employee's sick leave balance may be converted into retirement 
service credits subject to the rules and regulations of the San Diego County 
Retirement Association, provided that: 
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1. The employee has completed ten (10) or more years of continuous service 
during that employee's present employment; and 
2. The employee's sick leave balance totals three hundred (300) hours or more; 
and therefore, 
3. Employees with ten (10) or more years of service may convert one hundred 
percent (100%) of their total sick leave credits. 
H. Employee's Options 
Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection "G" of this Article, employees eligible 
under subsection "F" may elect to: 
1. Receive, their full cash payment under subsection "F" and then convert their 
remaining eligible hours under subsection "G". 
2. Waive receiving full cash payment under subsection "F" and convert their 
eligible hours under subsection "G". 
I. Calculation of Compensation for Unused Sick Leave 
When an employee is paid the monetary value of sick leave as provided above, 
such compensation shall be calculated on the employee's basic rate of pay at that 
time plus those applicable premiums or bonuses which are being paid as part of the 
employee's hourly rate at the time of separation exclusive of any biweekly fixed 
dollar amount premiums and any other premiums specifically identified as excluded 
from terminal payout. Such calculation shall not include any increase in pay which 
would have occurred had the sick leave been granted, nor shall it include payment 
for any holidays. 
J. Cancellation and Restoration of Sick Leave Credits 
1. . An employee's sick leave credits shall be canceled, subject to 2) below, upon 
separation from County Classified Service, or upon changing from a biweekly 
rate of pay. 
2. Employee sick leave credits accrued at time of separation, and which have 
not been subject to payout, shall be restored under the following conditions: 
a. An employee returns to duty within three (3) years after separation 
because of layoff or disability retirement; or 
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b. An employee returns to duty within twelve (12) months following 
separation from temporary or seasonal employment; or 
c. To the extent that recovery is made by the County either through 
Workers' Compensation Act benefits or claim against a responsible 
third party, of compensation, including any salary, vacation, sick leave 
and retirement credits paid an employee during absence on sick 
leave. Restored credits shall be computed on the basis of the 
employee's wage rate granted as sick leave during the time of 
absence. Credits shall be restored in full hour units with fractions of 
an hour disregarded. 
Section 5. Injury Leave 
Injury leave is paid leave granted to a biweekly employee while disabled and unable to 
perform his or her job duties because of a job-related injury, entitled to Workers' 
Compensation temporary total disability benefits, and is not ineligible under one or more 
conditions listed in Section 5.A. herein. Injury leave compensation shall equal the 
difference between 75% of employee's wage rate and employee's Workers' Compensation 
temporary total disability indemnity. 
The appointing authority shall provide release time to allow an employee to attend follow-
up medical appointments for accepted work related injuries. 
A. Ineligibility 
An employee shall not be entitled to injury leave under the following conditions: 
1. Failure to use or wear prescribed safety or personal protective equipment; 
2. Failure to follow safety rules and regulations; 
3. Where the employee's gross negligence or willful misconduct is a proximate 
cause of the injury; 
4. Any time the appointing authority, upon investigation, certifies that suitable 
light-duty employment is available, and the employee refused to accept it. 
5. Injury leave shall not be granted for aggravation, recurrence or sequelae of 
a pre-existing non-service connected physical disability or any physical 
condition existing prior to employment by the County, nor for recurrences, 
aggravation or sequelae of disabilities for which employee has received a 
permanent disability award or a compromise and release settlement under 
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Workers' Compensation. To the extent employee is otherwise eligible, sick 
leave may be granted. 
Definitions 
1. Director: Means Director of the Department of Human Resources. 
2. Rjsk Management Division: Means the Division within the Department of 
Human Resources which administers the provision of workers' compensation 
benefits as mandated by the State "of California. 
3. Safety Rules and Regulations: Means any and all County or Departmental 
rules, policies, and procedures, and California Occupational Safety and 
Health Act (CAL-OSHA) regulations, which relate to prevention, of injury in 
the County work 'environment. ' : 
4. WageRate: Means the eligible employee's biweekly rate of pay, plus those 
specific premiums and/or bonuses which are paid onpaid ieav^. Overtime, 
and any compensation identified as paid for time worked only and not 
applicable on paid leave, are excluded. 
5. -' Workers' Compensation: Means benefits provided pursuant to Division (V 
of the California Labor Code. 
6. Treating Physician: Means any physician listed in Labor Code Section 
3209.3 who is authorized by the County and is currently treating the 
employee for the job-related injury which forms the basis for injury leave 
eligibility. 
7. Light Dutv: Any restriction of hours worked and/or duties performed as a 
result of a job-related injury where such hours and/or duties are different than 
the employee's established work schedule and/or regular assigned duties 
pribrib the8 injury. 
Reouest 
Each request for injury leave shall be submitted to the employee's appointing 
authority immediately after medical treatment is obtained on the form prescribed by 
the Director, accompanied by verification of the treating physician authorized by the 
County. It shall set forth the reasons for the request and any further information as 
may be required by the Director. 
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D. Investigation 
1. The appointing authority shall make such investigation as is necessary to 
determine whether or not facts exist which support the request. Upon 
concluding the investigation, the appointing authority shall provide a 
summary of the findings to the Department of Human Resources, Risk 
Management Division. 
2. The Director shall review the findings of the appointing authority and make 
any further investigation as is appropriate. 
3. The Director may grant the request in whole or in part and determine the 
duration of the injury leave, or may deny the request. The Director shall 
notify the employee and the appointing authority in writing, if injury leave is 
denied. ' 
E. Appeal 
The Director's'decision shall be final unless appealed by the employee. Within ten 
(10)'teounty business days of postmark 6r confirmed delivery of the Director's 
decision, the employee may appeal the decision by requesting arbitration. Written 
notice requesting arbitration must be presented to the Risk Management Division 
of the Department of Human Resources within the ten (10) days specified herein. 
The request for arbitration shall specify wherein the Director allegedly erred. 
Selectibn of Arbitrator. The Risk Management Division will maintain a list of 
qualified neutral arbitrators from the Superior Court. Arbitrator Personal Injury Panel. 
The Risk Management Division will assign an arbitrator in rotation from the Superior 
Court Injury Panel to hear the appeal. The arbitrator shall be determined by 
assigning names from the Panel in alphabetical rotation. These arbitrators shall 
have workers' compensation experience. 
Authority of the Arbitrator. The arbitrator shall hear the appeal and determine 
whether or not injury leave should be granted and, if so, its duration by applying 
only this Injury Leave provision. However, the arbitrator shall have no authority to 
add to, delete from, or modify this Injury Leave provision. The arbitrator shall submit 
findings and a decision in writing. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final. 
Each party to the appeal before an arbitrator shall bear his/her own expenses in 
connection therewith. All fees and expenses of the arbitrator shall be borne one-
half by the County and one-half by the appellant. 
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F. Duration of Injury Leave 
1. No injury leave may be granted during, the first three (3) full calendar days 
after the^employee, leaves work as a result of the injury, except where the 
injury causes disability of more than fourteen (14) full calendar days or 
necessitates hospitalization within the three day waiting period. In such 
cases, injury leave may commence the first day the injured employee leaves 
work or is hospitalized as a result ,of the injury. 
2. The duration of injury leave shall be that determined by the Director, after an 
investigation. An injury shall be deemed to .continue through a recurrence, 
aggravation, or sequelae of the initial injury for which the leave may be 
granted. Injury ieave.shall nottotal more than one thousand four hundred 
and forty (1,440) aggregate hours for the particular injury. 
3. If, subsequent to the granting of injury leave for a period of less than one 
thousand four hundred and forty (1,440) aggregate hours, it appears that 
leave should be granted for an additional period of time, the employee may 
request additional injury leave. This request.shall.be submitted and 
determined in the same manner as an original request for injury leave, 
provided that the total duration of
 (the original and additional injury leave shall 
not exceed one thousand" four hundred and forty (1,440) aggregate hours. 
4. In no event shall any injury leave exceed a total of one thousand four 
hundred and forty (1,440) aggregate hours, extend beyond five years from 
„ the date of the initial injury, nor extend beyond the period in which the 
employee is employed. 
G. Holidays Falling During Injury Leave 
A holiday falling during the period of injury leave shall be charged as injury leave 
and not paid as a holiday. 
H. Absence Pending Injury Leave 
When a claim for workers' compensation benefits and/or a final determination of 
entitlement to injury leave is pending, an employee may take paid leave or 
compensatory time off. If the employee becomes eligible for injury leave, it shall 
commence on the date determined by the Director after an investigation. Any sick 
leave, compensatory time, or other paid leave used in lieu of injury leave after such 
date of commencement, shall be restored to the employee's balance(s), except that 
if the difference between the paid leave used and the injury leave for the same time 
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period requires that employee reimburse County, the difference shall be deducted 
from the balances restored, to the extent available. 
I. Leave Pursuant to Labor Code Section 4850 
Leave of absence without loss of salary pursuant to Section 4850 of the Labor Code 
(Active Law Enforcement Service) is the counterpart of injury leave.. No employee 
receiving paid leave pursuant to Section 4850 shall be entitled to injury leave. 
J. Workers' Compensation and Leave 
• 1. An employee shall not, through a combination of temporary disability 
indemnity payments and paid sick leave, injury leave or paid leave pursuant 
to Section 4850 of the Labor Code, receive payment in excess of his or her 
wage rate. The amount paid for such leaves shall be decreased by the 
amount of any temporary disability for the same period to which the 
employee is or may be entitled under Workers' Compensation. 
2. If an employee has received his or her wage rate as paid sick leave, and 
temporary disability back payments covering the same period are made to 
the employee, then the employee shall be liable to the County for the amount 
that the combination of such back payments and sick leave exceeds the 
employee's wage rate. The County may deduct from any future payments 
it makes to such employee an amount equal to the total of such excess 
payment. Insofar as practical, such deduction shall be done by a method 
that will not cause undue hardship to the employee. To the extent that such 
deductions represent compensation for sick leave used, the employee's sick 
leave balance shall be restored. 
3. Nothing herein contained shall be deemed to affect the employee's 
entitlement to medical, surgical and hospital treatment or temporary disability 
indemnity benefits under Workers'Compensation. 
K. Light Duty 
Where the injured employee's treating physician authorized by the County 
recommends light-duty assignment, it will be the responsibility of the appointing 
authority to arrange suitable light duty. Department of Human Resources may 
provide staff technical assistance to find a suitable light-duty assignment, one which 
accommodates the particular restrictions provided by the treating physician. 
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Section 6. Court Leave (Jury Duty) 
Court leave is paid leave granted by the County to an eligible employee to enable that 
employee to fulfill his/her duty as a citizen to serve as a juror, or as a prospective juror, or 
to serve as a witness in a court action to which the employee is not a party, before a 
Federal, Superior, or Municipal Court located within San Diego County or within the 
employee's county of residence. 
A. Eligibility 
Only a biweekly employee who has received an order from a court is eligible for 
court leave. Court leave is not granted when the employee is paid an expert 
witness fee or when attendance is part of the employee's official County duties. 
B. Duration of Leave 
Leave is granted for the time the employee is in attendance at court together with 
reasonable travel time between court and the employee's work location. If 
attendance at court is for less than a full day, the employee is to return to work, 
provided that adequate time exists prior to the end of the employee's regular work 
shift for the employee to so return. 
Section 7. Career Enhancement Leave 
Release Time for Career Enhancement Purposes 
An employee may receive paid leave, including^ transportation time, to attend courses, 
seminars, workshops, conferences or conventions that enhance, improve or add to the 
knowledge, skills and performance in the employee's County employment. 
The determination as to when and whether an employee is granted this leave shall be 
made by the employee's appointing authority; however, such approval shall not be 
unreasonably withheld. Request for such leave will be submitted in the manner prescribed 
by the employee's appointing authority. 
Section 8. Military Leave 
Any employee who is or becomes a member of the Armed Services, Militia or Organized 
Reserves of California or the United States shall be entitled to the leaves of absence and 
employment rights and privileges provided by the Military and Veterans Code of the State 
of California. 
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Every military leave shall be subject to reviewand approval by the Director, Department 
of Human Resources. 
Every request for military leave shall set forth information as the Director, Department of 
Human Resources, requires and shall be accompanied by a copy of the official orders or 
other official documentation satisfactory to the Director which confirms the employee was 
required to engage in military service and did perform such service. 
Section 9. Catastrophic Leave Program 
Leave credits, as defined below, may be transferred from one or more employees to 
another employee, on an hour-for-hour basis, in accordance with agency/departmental 
policies upon the request of both the receiving employee and the transferring employee 
and upon approval of the employee's appointing authority, under the following conditions: 
A. The receiving employee is required to be absent from work due to injury or the 
prolonged illness of the employee, employee's spouse, child or parent, has 
exhausted all earned leave credits, including but not limited to sick leave, 
compensatory time and holiday credits, and is therefore facing financial hardship. 
B. The transfers must be a minimum of four hours per transaction and in whole hour 
increments thereafter. 
C. Transfers shall be allowed to cross departmental lines in accordance with policies 
of the receiving department. 
D. The total maximum leave credits received by an employee shall normally not exceed 
'." 520 hours; however, if approved by his/her appointing authority., the total leave 
credits may be up to 1040 hours. Total leave credits in excess of 1040 hours will 
be considered on a case-by-case basis by the appointing authority subject to the 
approval of the Chief Administrative Officer. 
E. The transfers are irrevocable, and will be indistinguishable from other leave credits 
belonging to the receiving employee. Transfers will be subject to all taxes required 
by law. 
F. Leave credits that may be transferred under this program are defined as the 
transferring employee's vacation credits or up to twenty-four (24) hours of sick leave 
per fiscal year. 
G. Transfers shall be administered according to the rules and regulations of the Auditor 
and Controller, and made on a form prescribed by the Auditor and Controller. 
Approvals of the receiving and donating employee, the donating employee's 
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appointing authority, and the receiving employee's appointing authority (in the case 
of interdepartmental transfer) will be provided for on such form. 
H. Eligibility to be a receiving employee in this.program is not subject to the Grievance 
Procedure of this Agreement. 
Section 10. Administrative Leave : 
A. Definition 
Administrative leave means the employee's non-disciplinary paid absence from duty 
imposed by the appointing authority under specified conditions. . 
B; Eligibility '' • 
Biweekly rate employees shall be eligible to receive administrative leave. 
C. Conditions" " : -" 
The appointing authority may direct an eligible employee to take administrative 
leave only if'there is'the occurrence, or the likelihood for the occurrence of, 
emergency or extraordinary circumstances which satisfy either one or both of the 
following two conditions: 
1. The immediate removal of the employee from the';County work site is 
essential to avert harm to the County (including unauthorized destruction or 
removalof any property or records of the County), the public, other County 
employees, or the employee himself or herself, and that such circumstances 
arc? sufficiently unclear to make a final determination without an investigation 
of Whether the employee contributed or may contribute to such harm. 
2. The removal of employee from the County work site is essential to insure the 
conduct of 'a full, fair and complete investigation of such emergency or 
extraordihary circumstances. 
D. Ineligibility 
Notwithstanding subsections (b) and (c) above, the employee shall not be eligible 
to be placed on administrative leave if: 
1. The appointing authority is able to avert the occurrence of the circumstances 
specified under subsections (c) (1) or'(c) (2) above, by reassigning the 
employee to other duties or to a different work site within the Agency; or 
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2. The employee agrees to take accumulated paid leave time off at the request 
of the appointing authority; or 
3. The emergency or extraordinary circumstances, referenced under subsection 
(c) above, are, as a result of the Skelly hearing, sufficiently clear to indicate 
'
:
 that the employee's conduct has caused such circumstances and that such 
conduct constitutes grounds for immediate suspension or termination 
pursuant to Rule VII of the County of San Diego Civii Service Rules. 
E. ' Procedures 
1. The appointing authority shall provide the employee written notice of the 
administrative leave, its effective date and duration, and the reasons for 
placing the employee on such leave. A copy of this notice shall be sent to 
the Director and the Payroll Division of the Auditor and Controller. 
2. The appointing authority shall commence an investigation of the emergency 
or extraordinary circumstances not later than one working day following the 
date of the written notice of administrative leave to the employee. The 
appointing authority may commence such investigation prior to the date of 
:
 " the written notice. 
'3. If prior to the end of the administrative leave period (as specified in the 
written notice to the employee), the appointing authority determines that the 
employee's absence is no longer essential, the appointing authority shall 
notify the employee that administrative leave is no longer authorized effective 
the next working day and direct the employee to return to duty on such date. 
Such notice may be oral, but must be memorialized in the form of written 
notice, which .shall be provided to the employee. A copy of this notice shall 
be sent to the Director and the Payroll Division of the Auditor and Controller. 
F. Duration , •.-••. 
1. Administrative leave rnay be authorized for up to ten (10) working days for 
each separate and distinct set of emergency or extraordinary circumstances 
as set forth under subsection (C) above. Administrative leave may be 
extended for up to an additional twenty (20) working days if more time is 
needed to complete the investigation, subject to the approval of the Director. 
In cases of criminal investigations by law enforcement agencies or pending 
Skelly hearings, further leave may be extended upon approval of the 
Director. The employee shall be notified of any extension of the 
administrative leave. Such notice may be oral, but must be memorialized in 
the form of written notice which shall be provided to the employee prior to the 
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end of the extension of the administrative leave. A copy of this notice shall 
be sent to the Director and the Payroll Division of the Auditor and Controller. 
2. The durat(o.n of administrative leave, including any extension thereof, shall 
not continue beyond the day the appointing authority determines, based 
uponihe investigation .of the .facts and circumstances, that the employee's 
absence.from the Cou.city vvork,site is no longer essential. 
3. At the end of the ten (10) day period of authorized administrative leave, or 
thirty (30) day period if extended, the employee shall return to duty, unless: 
a. Other forms, of authorized, leave are approved by the appointing 
auihprity; or 
b. A final order of suspension or termination against the employee has 
been implemented. 
Section 11'. Appeal of Disputes: Paid Leaves ' 
Unless otherwise specifically provided for in this Article, any disputes which arise 
concerning the application or interpretation of the paid leave provisions of this Agreement 
shall have recourse to the Grievance Procedure herein and shall not be appealable to the 
Civil Service Commission. 
ARTICLE 8. UNPAID LEAVES 
A permanent employefe'may be granted unpaid leave either with the right to return or 
without the right to return. 
A. Leave Without Pay With Right of Return 
The appointing authority may grant leave with right to return as specified below. 
After such leave the employee shall be entitled to return to the same class in the 
same agency/department as was occupied at the commencement df the leave. An 
employee shall not be required to exhaust all his/her vacation arid compensatory 
time before commencing this type of leave. 
1. Personal Leave. An employee may be granted personal leave without pay 
for a maximum of sixty (60) work days. Leave beyond 60 days not to exceed 
one year is subject to the approval of the Director of the Department of 
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Human Resources. Personal leave may be authorized for pregnancy and 
child care. 
2. Temporary Appointment Leave. An employee may be granted leave without 
pay to accept a temporary appointment (includes provisional appointments) 
to a classified position in the same or another County department. Such 
leaves shall be for a maximum of twenty-six (26) biweekly pay periods. 
3. Voluntary Work Furlough (Short Term). Upon approval of the Chief 
Administrative Officer, a permanent or probationary employee may be 
granted a voluntary leave of absence subject to the following conditions: 8 
a. Leave must be taken in increments of one full regular workday for the . 
eligible employee (e.g., 8, 9, 10, or 12 hours). * 
b. Such leave shall be available only during a period or periods of time 
designated by the Board of Supervisors as time of economic 
hardship. 
c. The amount of leave time taken during the period authorized by the 
Board of Supervisors shall not exceed the total number of hours in 
one regular pay period for the eligible employee. 
d. Credits toward sick leave, vacation, and holiday eligibility shall accrue 
as though the employee were on paid status. 
e. Time on this special unpaid leave shall apply toward time in service 
for completion of probation and toward seniority for purposes of layoff. 
f. Such leave is available only to employees who are on paid status the 
entire work day before as well as the entire work day after the work 
furlough days. < 
g. Employees on other leave without pay shall not be eligible for work 
furlough. f 
4. Voluntary Furlough (Long Term). Upon determination by the appointing 
authority that work force reductions may be necessary in the Agency, the 
appointing authority, with the approval of the Director of the Department of 
Human Resources, may grant a permanent employee leave without pay with 
right of return to the same class in the same agency/department in which the 
leave was granted for up to twenty-six (26) biweekly pay periods subject to 
the following conditions. 
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a. The employee shall not be required to use accumulated vacation and 
compensatory time off prior to taking this type of leave. 
b. In the event that there is no vacancy upon expiration of the leave, the 
employee may displace an employee in the same class who has 
fewer layoff rating points. In the event that there is no vacancy, and 
no employee in the same class with fewer layoff rating points, an 
additional leave of up to twenty-six (26) biweekly pay periods shall be 
granted during which the employee, if still physically fit, may fill the 
first vacancy which occurs in the same class. 
c. The employee who is granted this type of leave shall continue to 
accrue seniority for purposes of calculating layoff rating points in the 
same manner as if on paid leave. 
d. It is understood that employees granted this type of leave will not be 
eligible for unemployment compensation benefits while on leave. 
e. It is understood that employees granted this type of leave will not 
accrue sick leave or vacation credits while on leave. 
f. It is understood that the County's share of health insurance premiums 
for the employee will not be paid during this type of leave, but that the 
employee may continue such coverage at his/her own expense. 
5. Unpaid Union Leave. One (1) employee may be granted up to six (6) months 
of leave without pay with right to return to work for the Union. This leave 
must be requested from the Labor Relations Division of the Department of 
Human Resources and approved by the Agency. Requests for this leave 
shall not be unreasonably denied. 
B. Disability Leave 
A permanent employee may be granted leave without pay when certified by a 
medical doctor to be unable to perform the duties of the employee's position. Such 
leave shall be for the duration of the disability but not to exceed one year. The 
employee must first exhaust his/her paid leave (compensatory time off, sick leave 
and vacation). When the employee is capable of returning to work, the employee 
shall be entitled to return to the same class in the same agency as they had at the 
commencement of the leave. 
However, if an employee is unable to return to work at the end of one year of 
medical leave, the employee shall be placed on leave without pay without right to 
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return for a maximum of one year under the provisions of miscellaneous leave, 
except that, if a disability retirement application is pending with the County 
Retirement Office, such leave shall continue until final determination of the 
application is made. 
C. Leave Without Pay Without gjhht of Return 
At the discretion of the appointing authority and approval of the Director, 
Department of Human Respurces, if leave without pay without right of return is 
granted, after such leave, the employee shall have 'no entitlement to return to the 
same class in the same agency as he/she occupied at the commencement of the 
leave. The employee shall be required to exhaust all his/her vacation and 
compensatory time before .commencing this type of leave. 
The Director, Department pfHuman Resources, may, with proper justification, grant 
a leave without pay without ncht to return for a maximum of twenty-six (26) biweekly 
pay periods. At the expiration of this leave, if an employee is not offered an 
opportunity to return to the same ciass in the same agency, employee shall be 
provided additional leave until a position in his/her class and agency is made 
available to him/her provided further that such additional leave, shall not exceed 26 
biweekly pay periods. Any employee who is not returned to County employment 
1
 within such additional 26 pfey periods shall be deemed to be absent without leave. 
D. Leave Without Pay - Staff to Elected Official 
The Director, Department or Muftian Resources, may grant a leave without pay to 
a classified employee for arf Indefinite period of time to accept an unclassified 
position as staff to an elected official ~ s leave may be either with or without the 
right of return. The employee Sh! Woe required to exhaust all his/her vacation 
arid compensatory time befpre'commencing this type of leave. 
E. Family Medical Leave 
In general, FMLA entitles qualified employees to up to 12 weeks of leave in a twelve 
(12) month period for the birth, adoption or placement for foster care of a child, to 
care for the newborn, to care for a spouse or an immediate family member with a 
serious health condition, or when unable to work because of a serious health 
condition. Employers covered by the law are required to maintain any pre-existing 
health coverage during the leave period and, once the leave period is concluded, 
to reinstate the employee to the same or an equivalent job. 
The FMLA, together with the implementing regulations under the Code of Federal 
Regulations Part 825, and the CFRA, together with the implementing regulations 
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promulgated by the Fair Employment.and Housing Commission and the provisions 
of Compensation Ordinance Section '4?$ 12"are hereby incorporated in this 
Memorandum of Agreement. ' ! ••'-•••--^*> v ' ' " * 
1. Definition. Family Medical Leave is unpaid time off which may be granted to-
an eligible employee for certain qualifying events. Family Medical Leave 
shall be in accordance with the fedisraV Family and Medical Leave Act of 
1993 ("FMLA"), Publip Law 103-3,107 Stat. 6 (29 USC 2601 et seq.) as well 
as California Famil^Rr^h'ts Act of: ?§f tC'C/FRA'') pursuant to Govt. Code 
Section" 12945.2; adminrstratiye fe|"ui^i&ris pVorqulgated by the California 
Fair Employment and Housing Cbrftrrils'sibn, subject to the conditions set 
forth below under this Article. ' l - " f ' ' ! S i . " -'••••• ••--••' 
•
; :
 • • ' '• ' '•• .'- •-" • p a i M >ii3s:- -::••• .c| i i i .<:•• 
2. EHgjpJjty. Family Medicai'LeaWsh¥l! apply to all biweekly rate employees 
who have been employed by the Countyfor at least 12 months and for at 
_ least 1,250 hours of seivtee during" W ^ 
....Preceding the corrirnencefrient . of m." leave sirjd wjho meet all the 
'requirementsbffhe'FML^or'theCFRAG1!Q'<" " : '•'' ' V : - " ' 
•• .'' .•' . . ''P~ "'•• . ' <"'.; /r ' iss f>i"r- •:•'• ."• .-.}••• i-* ..•'. 
"
:
 3. ". Conditions. " ' ; . ' ':' , ! ' ' ,u 9V'3"' ! - '™ l ' ' ; ' i - •" 
a. The emp|oyee shal/'give n^^^ 
for FML by completing the required forms. 
b. The requested leave wilf beteurtM against the employee's annual 
,,,.: FMLA .and California Family P^hts Act ("CFRA") entitlement as well. 
.This notice shall r^fertp^e^ajyi fj&'irML". 
,c, . Jf.an emp|oye,ecis.re.qv.j.:f;« .^le,ay.eI for more than three days due to 
their ow;n serious .rje^ttft.cpn^itioji.or a'serious health condition of a 
family member, they must provide medical certification on the form 
entitled "Certification of Health Care Provider" (Form DHR EB-20). If 
an employee does not submit a medical certification, FML may not be 
granted. Under certain circumstances, recertification of the serious 
health condition may be required., 
d. The employee is. requjre.d by.the County of San Diego to substitute 
accrued vacation or other applicable paid leave in lieu of FML unpaid 
leave if the employees is eligible for the paid leave according to the 
County's paid leave provisions. Such paid leave usage will be 
counted against the employee's FML duration entitlement. 
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e. The County will continue to make its regular contributions towards 
insurance premiums for up to 12 weeks of FML in order to maintain 
insurance benefits. • The employee will be required to continue 1d pay 
their share of their regular insurance premium payments during FML. 
During FML unpaid leave, these payments must be made by check 
or money order to the County's Employee Benefits Division twice 
monthly. Premium payments may be made in advance or the County 
will recover these payments from the employee upon their return to 
'work. '" ' •'-.' 
f. The employee will be required to provide a fitness-for-duty certification 
before returning to work, unless the appointing authority determines 
that the certffieation is riot necessary as more fully set forth in County 
Compensatioi i Ordinance Section 4.3:12. 
g. Following FML leave, the employee is entitled to return to the same 
of ah equivalentjob upon return from leave: However, should the 
' . • employee 'exfjeji&t their FML leave and continue on some other form 
" ' ' of County tinp^d leave, they may not"be entrtled'to return to their 
previous position.' 
h. The employee may be liable for the payment of health insurance 
premiums paid'by'the County duringtheir FML leave if the employee 
does not return to work for at least 30 days after taking FML leave as 
more fully set forth in County Compensation Ordinance Section 
''4.3.12. "'-•v;:'';':; " 
ARTICLE 9. ALLOWANCES FOR WORK-RELATED EXPENDITURES 
Section 1. License Reimbursement "' 
The County shall reimburse any permanent employee, who works at least 80 hours per 
biweekly period, for the cost of renewing any license or certificate the employee is required 
to possess as a condition of employment^ the County, which the employee is required 
to renew during the term of this Agreement. 
This reimbursement shall not cover any costs to the employee of becoming eligible for, or 
initially obtaining, such license. Reimbursement shall also not apply to any license 
necessary for the legal operation of vehicles or mechanical equipment. 
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However, an employee who is required by his/he^ agency/department to upgrade his/her 
driver license will be reimbursed for the amount of ,t^e (ee that exceeds the fee of the class 
3 driver license. If a driver license upgrade.is require^ jjy the Agency at a time other than 
the norma! renewal time for the employee, the.,/\geney w.ill reimburse the entire driver 
license fee, .,,}.: .,, •',.\/,^}.... .... • 
Section 2. Private Mileage and Use qtCounty Jpja^ s . 
An employee must be certified by the Agency Head as required and be authorized to travel 
on County business to become eligible for using County vehicles. 
An employee must be certified by the Agency H^^jjas .required to travel on County 
business and be authorized to.use apriyatejy-o^^.autprriobile or truck to become 
eligible to receive a reimbursement at rates set,jb^jyf.upon using a privately-owned 
automobile or truck on County business. 
The County may require recertificaten.pf emplQy^Sj^ ftib.iJity.iPy.the Agency Head at any 
time during the term ofthis Agreement. ..The, reqe$$cja}iqn process, shall not be used as 
a means to discipline an employee who is tempor^i^.unab|e.tp use his/her vehicle on 
County business due to circumstances beyond fyffiftf, pppiro[ as approved by the 
appointing authority. 
• , • ,, •.•:..r, efiv-
The pounty may require an employee to use a CpM^yeJiicle. The County will not require 
an employee to use an unsafe County vehicle,, •,
 0 j f V l U j f ! 1 
• ; : • • .
 : ;;r;:y: U*? •••;•*< •••• 
Employees who use their personal vehicles for County "business shall be reimbursed on 
a monthly basis at the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) reimbursement rate for mileage. In 
the event the IRS increases the reimbursement rate for mileage, the County will adjust the 
mileage reimbursement rate to equal the new IRS rate as soon as practical, not to exceed 
60 days from the effective date.of the IRS..inci;e3se»;,;., 
Employees will be paid in accordance with the rates.s.etforfli on the schedule adopted by 
resolution of the Board of Supervisors in September of each year, for trips on County 
business outside the County of San Diego,, but within, the .State of California. 
A. Committee to Study High Mileage.Usage ,, 
A committee composed of representatives of the Union and the County will be 
convened to review the issues related to high mileage use by employees who use 
their vehicles on County business. For, the purpose of this committee, "high 
mileage" shall be defined as mileage in excess oftjjree hundred fifty (350) miles per 
month. This committee will be convened ninety (90) days following the effective 
date of this Agreement. 
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Section 3. Transportation Reimbursement for Certain Downtown Locations and Bus 
Pass Reimbursement 
The County shall reimburse for all employees paid on a biweekly basis except those on an 
"hourly" or "special rate" pay basis for costs incurred in traveling to and from work, as 
follows: 
1. Up to sixty-five dollars ($65) reimbursement per month for each eligible 
.employee who purchases a San Diego Metropolitan Transit Development 
Board ''Ready Pass?' (which includes trolley usage), or County Transit 
System bus pass, cr North County Transit District "Coaster Plus: Pass", or 
"Coaster 10-Trip Ticket", or similar monthly pass. Employees are eligible to 
participate in the Transit Pass Program on the first day of the month following 
their date of hire. An employee will not be reimbursed for any amount in 
excess of the actual cost of the pass; or 
2. Fifty dollars ($50) reimbursement per month for each eligible employee who 
incurs parking expenses at the below locations; or 
3. Twenty-five dollars ($25) reimbursement per month for each eligible 
employee who incurs expense as a participant in the County Ride-Sharing 
Program at the belowlocations. 
. . Applicable locations fcr 2. and 3. above: San Diego Courthouse, Hall of 
Justice, Jail, Ash Street Facility, Indochinese Orientation and Employment 
Program on 10th Avenue, Employment Services at 1195 Broadway, 1354 
Front Street, 215 W. Ash Street or 349 Cedar Street. Eligibility for 2. and 3. 
above is to be determined through certification by the appointing authority 
that the employee has incurred either, a) parking expense of at least fifty 
dollars ($50); or b) expense as a participant in the County Ride-Sharing 
Program of at least twenty-five dollars ($25) per month, subject to the rules 
and regulations of the Auditor and Controller. The administration of the sale 
to employees cf discounted transit passes shall be subject to the rules and 
regulations of the Auditor and Controller. 
Section 4. Repayment of Specialized Training Expenses 
A. The County may recover specialized training expenses from an employee who 
terminates employment within one year of completion date of such training 
consistent with the following schedule of reimbursement: 
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Completion Date . , .,.,,. , Reimbursement 
Within 3 months 100% 
After 3 months - before 6 months 50% 
After 6 months - before 12 months i ' ^ - 25% 
After 1 year - -Si .•'<•- 0% 
B. In cases where specialized training is to be made available, the Appointing Authority 
shall include in the request for training authorization a signed agreement between 
the County and the employee which prbvides4hat training costs in excess of $1,000 
for any single training: session or related? series of training sessions will be 
reimbursed to the County if the employee voluntarily terminates prior to one year for 
any reason other than death or disability retirement. 
C. Training costs shall be calculated to include? n.£ 
1. Travel expenses 
• .. -.-.. . •,. •.•w.rfnfe ' • .• 
2. Meals and lodging expenses •»'•- •••<• <ss&iis 
3. Registration ortuition expenses '(-S$) •:! ^ 
4. Books and other related materials'expenses 
D. At the request of the Appointing Authority, fris€hief Financial Officer may consider 
a reduction of, or a complete release^ frdnvtltfef§mpIoyee's obligation if extreme 
hardship can be demonstrated in writing, -unev/i 
';• ! ' * „ • -.-..., "* -iaA .VV . •• 
E. Specialized training is determined by the Appointing Authority, and generally does 
not include conferences or tfainnij'thatlsirequired for performing the basic functions 
and duties of employee's classification?''•'•'• ' 
F. Further, this provision shall not applylo training with no net cost to the County by 
virtue of being covered by an offsetting grant or other reimbursement. 
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Section 1. Retirement 
Retirement benefits for employees hired on or prior to September 30,1978, shall be those 
established for Tier I of the General Retirement Program for eligible employees. 
Retirement benefits for employeesJijred on or after October 1, 1978, shall be those 
established for Tier II of the General Retirement Program for eligible employees. 
The County shall pay the rate prescribed for employer contributions into the General 
Retirement Fund for the Tier land Tis^ II programs in accordance with the law and rules 
and regulations governing such errp.ioyer contributions. 
Each employee shall pay, via payroll deduction, the amount prescribed by the rate 
established for each employee's c:, ,.,-ibutiort for the appropriate General benefit Tier into 
the appropriate, fund in accordr-cc with the rules and regulations governing such 
employee contributions. 
The Board of Supervisors shs'.l'edppt the employee retirement contribution rates 
recommended by the Retirerr^t Board within 90 days after the beginning of the 
immediately succeeding fecal ye^ri/om the date the recommendation is made.. 
A. Elimination of Tier II ,.
 K- : -
Effective October 19. 2001 (or upon satisfaction of all contingencies contained in 
County Proposal "A", whichever is later), based upon their Tier II general and/or Tier 
II safety statuses, retirerrij'nt benefits for employees hired or rehired on or after 
. October 1,1978, shall be respectively converted prospectively to those established 
for Tier I[of the Genera! Retirement Program and/or Tier I of the. Safety Retirement 
Program for eligible employees. Upon the October 19,2001 or later effective date, 
.such employees shall pay,via payroll deduction, the amount prescribed by the rate 
established for each employee's contribution for their respective General and/or 
Safety benefit Tier I into the appropriate fund in accordance with the law and rules 
and regulations govemincsuch employee contributions. 
The County shall pay the accrued liability for previous service before October 19, 
. 2001 for the elimination of Tier II general and/or Tier II safety conversion to Tier I 
. general and/or Tier I safety status and pay the rate prescribed for employer 
contributions into the General and/or Safety Retirement Fund for the Tier I program 
in accordance with the law and rules and regulations governing such employer 
contributions. 
Any active eligible member in the safety or general retirement program who has 
paid or is currently paying to convert their previous Tier II general and/or Tier II 
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safety statuses to Tier I general and/or Tier I safety statuses, may file a 
reimbursement claim for the specific conversion amounts paid with the County 
within sixty (60) days after October 19, 2001, or within sixty (60) days after the 
effective date of this provision, whichever is Jaier,- The County will provide rules and 
forms for implementing the reimbursement'dlaim payment. -
B. Optional Formula Enhancement w "Tier A'iForeGeneral Members 
Effective March 8. 2002 for upon SatisfactierF-of all contingencies contained in 
County Proposal "A", whichever is; later)! baied upon their Tier I general status, 
eligible employees shall have the bption as''described below, to be covered by an 
enhanced retirement formula "Tier A" that includes formulas of two (2.0%) percent 
at age fifty (50), two and one half percent;{2^%)f at age fifty-five (55) and three 
percent (3.0%)at age;sixty(60> consistences taW'arid subject tothe rules and 
regulations of the SanDiego County Emplt^sssr'Retirement Association. 
Eligible employees may make an irrevocable election, on a form provided by the 
County, for such enhancement formula "TiefA i^SurirTg a orie-timewiridow period 
beginning at 8:00 a.m. on November f ; 2Q03 arttfertdl'ng at 5:00:p/lfU on January 
31, 2002, or such iaterwindow period as WiaV'Be'estaBlishedv' • ! ! vian 
Retirement benefits for employees hired on or after March 8, 2002 or such later 
date, shall be those established for "Tier A" of the General Retirement Program for 
eligible employees. - :-<v >o) }.•:':-- "•••• 
Upon the March 8, 2002 or later effective %§&; such employees electing the 
General members enhanced tetiremerit'formifia "T\ki A"shall pay the normal cost 
increase for prospective seryibe,;vi3payr^deduetiofi, the amount prescribed by the 
rate established fo> each emp,l6yfee,'s cdritribQIidri fdr the General benefit "Tier A" 
and/or Safety benefitTier I ihtofhe'app'rb^fjate'fund Tri accordance with the law and 
rules and regulations goverrHhg''SU'dH:em i^byee!<5ontributioris. 
The County shall pay the accrued"liarjrWty for'previous service before March 8,2002 
or such later date, for the enhanced retirement formula Tier A and pay the rate 
prescribed for employer contributions into'the Gerierai Retirement-Fund for the Tier 
I or Tier A and/or Safety Retirerridnt Fund for the Tier I program in accordance with 
the law and rules and regulations governing such employer contributions. 
Notwithstanding the provisions of "A" above and "B", the employer and employee 
contribution rates are subject to annual San Diego County Employees Retirement 
Association actuarial reviews and establishment of rates. 
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C. Retirement Offset 
1. Unless modified by subsection B.2. hereinbelow, and notwithstanding the 
above, the County wilf offset a portion of the employee's prescribed rate. 
The County shall, therefore, contribute up to seven percent (7%) of each 
employee's prescribed amount but no more than the employee's established 
• rate. ISi the event-thai the employee's rate is less than 7.0%, the employee 
shall hot be creditedwith the difference. Upon termination, employees shall 
have no vested right iri the amount of the retirement funds contributed by the 
County on their behal f / " " ' 
2. a. For employees employed in classifications covered by this agreement 
on or after July 5,1996, one half of the retirement offset provided for 
in Section B.1. above shall be paid until that employee qualifies by 
having completed at least 5 years of continuous service in the County 
retirement system. Upon completion of at least 5 years of continuous 
service in the County retirement system, the employee shall receive 
the full retirement offset established in stibseGtton B. of this Section. 
b. Notwithstanding subsection B.2.a. hereinabove, the County has the 
right to: 
i. de'errhiris which classification^), ifany, shall be exempted 
from fftL'provision; 
ii. implement such determinations as the County deems 
• •• advis£:.".".£v: 
O. Employees with 30-vear status.-
An employee who reaches his/her 30-year retirement credit on the last day of 
payroll 02 shali receive a one-time lump sum payment of $1;000.00 in lieu of the 
County's contribution under paragraph C of this Section. •'' 
Section 2. Insurance/Flexible Benefits Plan 
Eligibility: Employees employed on a full-time (80-hour biweekly) basis shall be eligible 
for insurance benefits. Employees employed on a part-time basis and who 
are regularly scheduled to work ona-half time or more (40 hours or more in 
ah 80-hour biweekly pay period) and paid on a biweekly pay basis shall be 
eligible for insurance benefits. 
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A. Flexible Benefits Plan 
A flexible benefits plan, which is in accordance with Section 125 of the Internal 
Revenue Code, was implemented for eligible, employees covered by this Agreement 
on October 1,1990. , .:'.,ZJ.'.• 
1. Plan Design. The flexible benefits pjapjjs a cafeteria-style benefits program 
wherein the County makes ^pontribMfioiijtQwards the Flexible Benefits Plan 
for each eligible employee to be ajlpcated during the employee's active 
employment. The County 'contribution ^'stributed by the employee among 
the menu of benefit options listed below, the specific details and 
administration of which are set forth in, the plan brochures: 
"Core" Benefits: , ,iT .•.< ..<.,,HIS j s • 
• health insurance ...,. -
 ;.' ,:•; bslei ^ 
• County basic life and AD&D insurance 
• • . . . i . . • - .:• ••;- : - '• ... •ti.Xiii'j 9 ; . • • - ; -• 
•;. . Optional Benefits: .,•.-„_.•>.•. ,..:.,, f , l a r . 
• dental insurance 
• vision insurance -. .^..,.,;.|,8 omh,:••-:, 
• supplemental life insurance 
• supplemental accidental death and dismemberment insurance (AD&D) 
• flexible spending accounts fonpre-tax^ejmbursement of qualified medical 
and/or dependent day care.jexpensgs,.; Account credits must be used 
during the plan year in which they are earned for expenses incurred 
during the same plan year, >•; tngnwuv •• 
• The plan may be modified upon wfiftgftinotice by the County. 
This plan includes for eligible employees.prq-tax contributions for all monies 
paid towards health, dental, vision and/or voluntary AD&D plans. 
2. Coverage. Al! eligible employees are required to have the following minimum 
"core" benefits for the empjpytee-only: 
• County health insurance unless properly waived 
• County basic life and AD&D insurance 
Coverage by County Spouse. *.- An eligible County employee married to 
another eligible County employee and who submits satisfactory "proof of 
health insurance" coverage may elect health insurance coverage as a 
dependent under the spouse's primary plan. In such a case, the employee 
covered as a dependent will have the "employee only" County contribution 
amount available to apply towards the employee's Flexible Benefits Plan 
during the employee's active employment. 
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Proof of Coverage. Employees who submit satisfactory "Proof of Health 
> Insurance Coverage" r " ' elect not to be covered by the County's health 
. insurance plans.. Thr _ may only be made during the County's open 
''" enrollment period of dun.iy uie year as the result of a qualifying "change in 
status" as defined by Section 125 of the Internal Revenue Code. For 
employees waiving primary participation in a County-sponsored health plan, 
the County's contribution will be deposited into the employee's Flexible 
Spending Account. 
Domestic Partner.:. An. employee may elect to cover a domestic partner 
under the County's health -• ' ^ f : * * n nI?ns- To cover a domestic 
partner, the eraptov* i:''Ossifications c o v e r t ' s - " ns set forth on 
an "AffidavR Ci ptiVi >,inersnify. Any premium paid by me County on 
behalf Of the domesin- partner or the domestic partner's dependents) shall 
be considered taxable income to the employee with domestic partner 
coverage pursuant |o the provisions of the Internal Revenue ^ d « 
.-. i i(jioyee shall receive County Contribution Towards c«-»vshfe ,„ srtB'section B. of this Section. costs shall be borne hi-*h^ 
the following contri: .;l":' %% B.2.a. hereinabove, the County has the 
health insurance). The f , . ' , „ . • .•'. costswill be reduced 
oy ft- amount tr:t J ; j__ 'j '^ib Distribute to his or her insurance 
orern j r - costs iiofs,, '"'"" '^'"bViy's contribution towards the Flexible Benefits 
Plan The Cbuntyls.contnbution towards the Flexible Benefits Plan shall be: 
a. 
--Month Approximate Annual 
b
 B^m^cto^eri jgoiJoSen 
Approximate 
Annual 
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' i 
From October 1. 20021» s« r»0~,b e r 3 n ? n n , . 
Employee Only 
Employee + 1 
ro«S 
Employee* 2or Mora -
- $244.00 
.'$329,00 
""'$421.00 
From October 1, 2003 to S e t t e r an, 9IMA-
aiioii of which are „ . J ' ~ ° ' ' 
~""'' ***** 
Approximate 
Annual 
$2,928.00 
$3,948.00 
$5,052.00 
, Employee Only 
Approximate 
Annual 
,oKi,,:,. .,,! Employee + 1 J ;: $345.00 
• ' ' ; - , » • , „ ' '"• + 2 or More $457.00 
Optional Benento. - ^ , ' - o r * 
• dental insurance ' ' " ^ , 1 ^ ' - *.".. 
• vision insurance , . „ _ „ - „ 
' .«.. supplemental life insurance - ^ ^ 3 0 , 2 0 0 8 : 
' • ,„,..
 ,ontaldea 
Employee'Only 
Employees 1 , ^nc $36100 . 
Employee + 2or M o m ^ ' """' """ $493.00 $5,916.00 
f From October 1. 2005 to September 30. 2006: 
sw-oi 
Employee Only 
I Employee + 1 
Approximate 
Annual 
Effective Dates of Eligibility Under The Flexible Benefits Plan. The effective 
date of eligibility under the Flexible Benefits Plan for new employees shall be 
the first day of the month following month of hire provided that the employee 
has completed and returned all enrollment forms within the month of hire. If 
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will be effective the first day of the month following receipt of completed 
forms. All forms must be received in the Employee Benefits Division within 
thirty (30) days of hire in order for benefits to commence. Eligibility shall 
terminate on the last day of the month in which an employee last had paid 
service provided that the Employee's portion of the health insurance premium 
is paid for such period. 
Notwithstanding the gbove, eligibility for all flexible benefits plan features 
which are in addition to 'health insurance shall be 30 days after the effective 
date on which health insurance coverage begins. 
5. Employee Insurance Coverage During Leaves of Absence 
a. Life Insurance. Employees on leave without pay for any reason, 
including suspension, may continue their life insurance coverage for 
up to six (6) full months. 
Employees' ciioosing to continue their life insurance shall pay all 
premiums in advance for the first three months'of continuance and 
shall pay further premiums in quarterly payments thereafter no later 
than the 21st of the last month of each quarter Employees may pay 
all premiums required for the entire six (6) month leave period in 
advance. In. th§.event an employee who is on leave without pay does 
.not pay premiums in advance, the coverage shall be discontinued. 
Such employees shall be entitled to re-apply upon return to work 
subject to medical insurability acceptable to the insurance provider. 
b. Medical Insurance (Includes Health insurance) During Leaves of 
Absence. During leave without pay, and in accordance with the 
' Federal Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA) 
of 1986 (Pub. L 99-272), employees may continue their health 
insurance coverage for up to eighteen (18) full months following the 
month in which the leave commenced. 
In the event an employee who is on leave without pay does not pay 
medical insurance premiums in advance, the coverage shall be 
discontinued. Such employees shall be automatically re-enrolled in 
the same health plan enjoyed previous to leave without pay, within 30 
days from the date they return to work. 
Effective date of coverage will be the first day of the month following 
receipt of enrollment forms in the Employee Benefits Office. With 
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certain health plans, re-enrpllment is contingent upon medical insurability. ''*' 
The commencement of, leavfe without pay shall Be considered a 
"qualifying event" as defihfeff. under COBRA by virtue of the 
employee's reduction in WbrMjJi' hours. Employees who elect 
coverage under COBRA by choosing to continue their medical 
insurance shall pay 102% of the applicable, premium and shall be 
subject to the saitie a'dmini^tife'requirements as all other COBRA 
group plan members. Premfumfs |yill be calculated and paid by the 
employee at least brie 'rh'b'ritri inadvance. 
The administration of these benefits are subject to the rules and 
requirements of the Department of Human Resources. 
The County's Flexible Benefits Plan shall include, as a "Core" Benefit, Life 
Insurance for each eligible employee,'in tHe°|rri'6iint of $ 10,000 for the employee 
arid $2,000 for each dependent. • *R*o&i,: . •. 
:. r - < - „ , . < ) ?.. '.••; ••'!'-"'iq !9f |J i : : •..'•:•• • ' • • • • • 
Deferred Compensationc , , 1 ' . ° ^ 
Employees shall be eligible to participate InlSe Deferred Compensation Program 
provided and administered by the County oFtHe'County's selected administrative 
agent (or agency). ' ' . , '., ' ]..-. \ . ' ''*?T~.'!''" 
State Disability Insurance (SDI) 
Employees covered by this ag/e£meft;^afl participate in the State of California's 
plan for State Disability'ihsurance^Spt)' as^hVresult of an election by the Social 
Welfare Unit on March 12,1981. All premiurns required by the State for SDI shall 
be automatically deducted frdrh'the;|jaypf covered employees by the Auditor and 
Controller and forwarded to the Slate pursuant to the rules and regulations of the 
State of California. 
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Section 1. Personnel Records -.-• ...,. 
The individual personnel file of an employee which is maintained by the County or the 
agency shall be available for review by that employee or his/her designated representative. 
Employees shall normally request access 24 hours in advance. The employee will be 
.shown all contents of the file except.-,-those materials designated confidential by law. 
.Copies will be provided to the employees.upon request within reason. 
The employee shall have the right to review in advance any document(s) to be filed in the 
individual personnel file which is adverse to such employee. The employee shall 
acknowledge review of said document(s) on the copy or attachment thereto or if the 
employee declines to sign, the supervisor will record such declination in lieu of signature. 
At the request of the employee an: s -verse document will not be filed until said employee 
has exhausted appropriate appeal-rights. If the document is inadvertently filed in the 
individual County personnel file,, tha employee may request the sealing of the applicable 
-portion of his/her file by the CiVii-S%"flce.Commission. 
Any document that was mistaken^' placed in the employee personnel file, shall be removed 
from the personnel file by the Q<spr jment of Human Resources upon the written request 
of the employee and the employe?,'.-.appointing authority. . 
Section 2. Disciplinary Action ,. .... . 
A. Definition 
Disciplinary action, as, dsfinec'by the County Rules of the Civil Service, will include 
, written reprimand, suspension, demotion, or discharge., .,-. . 
If the Agency believes there is just cause for disciplinary action, the Agency will 
furnish the employee copies of any documents or written statements,used by the 
Agency in justifying its action and, upon request of the employee, .furnish the Union 
copies of any such documents. 
For employees in the Health & Human Services Agency only, Letters of Warning are 
reviewable under the provisions of the grievance procedure only to step "F," the 
. level of the Agency Head or the Agency Head's designee. Letters of Warning shall 
not be subject to the arbitration clause of the Grievance Procedure. 
When an employee's caseload is over workload standard, such fact shall be taken 
into consideration in any disciplinary action, and shall be a factor in determining the 
appropriate level of discipline to be implemented. A workload reduction may assist 
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supervisors in evaluating non-repetitive workload related performance issues. 
Supervisors may reduce workload while assessing if the problem is one of 
performance or a result of excessive workload. 
B. Disciplinary Representation t ' v' 
At the time of conferences; meetings^'dr'^iearirigs held for the purpose of 
disciplinary action as defined in Paragrdph'A.'&fwhich the employee believes may 
result in disciplinary action, the employee shall have the right to representation, 
including Union representation. ""''••• ' > . : • • : 
C. Complaints • -- •'•-'-•'^ .•luoo'- .-•• 
. • ' ....-; '•.••j!vl'-.-ji,- - • • • : • , ; . 
When the Agency receives a complaint concerning an employee, the employee will 
be notified if the Agency decides to investiga^r the complaint.-: Employees shall be 
informed of the nature of-the cbmplairrt. PTHe^hvestigatioh- will be conducted 
expeditiously and the employee notified-wheii @i& determination has been' made but 
no later than thirty (30) calendardaySfolldWInf ii lch determination:-This does not 
include investigation of criminal or potentially criminal complaints. Complaints which 
have not been investigated by the Agenc^,^r2e^ah'pTaiitt'-determihatenswhicri-'have 
not been discussed withTan-employed"s'feMftelt t>e-used in r an ! employee's 
performance evaluation report, in an^ tfis^Ijiffiifeiy a£tibriv Or the employee's County 
personnel file. The name of the complainant will be provided, if known, unless the 
appointing authority or designee determines there-is a-necessity for confidentiality, 
Section 3. Workload Standards 
In order to provide client service at the level detepmifoed by the Board of Supervisors, the 
Agency will establish workload standards consistent with service levels as directed by the 
Board. 
Workload standards and related service levels shall be established through evaluation and 
analysis techniques commonly accepted"as-valid' methodologies in the measurement of 
productivity, systems efficiency, and service effectiveness. 
A. Workload Changes 
It is recognized that workload standards may change as a result of Management 
reviews, Federal and State regufatdty changes and/or Federal arid State legislation. 
When major changes in workload result from Federal or State legislation or 
regulatory changes, the Agency will implement the changes as required and advise 
the Union within ten (10) working days after being notified of such change. If the 
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Union wishes to meet and confer with Management regarding the impact on 
employees affected by such change, the Union shall notify Management within ten 
(10) working days from receipt of such notice. 
At the time Management notifies trie Union, copies of the Federal and State 
legislation or regulations which necessitate revision in the workload will be made 
available to the Union. 
When changes in workibad or program development result from internal 
management anaiysis, ' or external management analysis' (e.g., contract 
consultants), Management will notify the Union of the results; and, if normally filed 
with the Board of Supervis'orS'fdr consideration and approval, will provide the Union 
with copies of reports concurrent with the filing date. If the Union wishes to meet 
and confer with managerhe; ii regarding the impact on employees affected by such 
changes, the Union' shaif riotffy management within ten (10) working days from 
notification. It is understood that this meet and confer shall be conducted 
expeditiously. 
Bf Workload Distribution —;! ' ' ' 
Management will assure thWf#brkloads will be equitably assigned consistent with 
the district numerical avera^ caseload within each aid category and between 
districts. Management will adjust an employee's workload to maintain an equitable 
workload relative to the wbrkioadof employees assigned to a specific aid category. 
:
 Such workload adjustment wiii occur when workloads are: 
1. Specialized withir/if single aid category; 
'•"•"• 2. Combinations of aid categories; 
3. Combinations of gr&iited,' intake 'and screening functions within a single aid 
category. 
When the Union asserts there is a significant variation in the equitable distribution 
of workload within a specified aid category, the Union shall provide written notice 
to District Management of such assertion. District Management shall within five (5) 
days of receipt of the notice, meet with the Union to investigate the assertion, and 
correct the variation if found to exist. Corrective action, if indicated, shall include a 
written notice to the Union of the steps implemented and/or proposed to alleviate 
inequitable workload distribution. 
When the Union asserts there is a significant variation in the equitable distribution 
of workload within service offices, locations, or programs, the assertion shall be 
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referred to the workload committee for respJution consistent with the availability of 
resources and Board of Supervisors paljjjyijegarding service levels. 
Workload standards for non-English speaking caseloads shall be considered as a 
specialization within category and shall bea$usjted. 
C. Union Management Committee 
The County and the Union have entered into g$ extended term agreement covering 
many complex issues. However, the parties agree that certain.matters are more 
.,.:productively dealt with in an;."open. %tirn|ij;.yvhere..a dialogue can take place 
between the County and the Union. Especjaj^ejeyant.is the fact that the County 
has many employees in many locations,,w/t|].,diverse,needs and problems in 
delivering quality service;.and,.maintaini:TO*^ life. These 
facts are not conducive to .mpnqiitbic, ajltprrOpthing working conditions and 
emphasize the importance of more flex4bjlifyjn,addressing mutual concerns. 
Therefore, during the term of this Agreement, the parties will dedicate their efforts 
towards revitalizing and re-empowering the process described herein and, utilizing 
an "Open Forum/Labor-Management Dialogue" approach to work more 
cooperatively to resolve both the, issu.e^defineey^rein.and-to resolve related issues 
brought forward by either the:Union or the Gfj^ty,.. 
The Union shall specifically identityup ta^ix (Q^roployeesas permanent members 
of the Union-Management Committee. Release .time for the permanent members 
shall be governed by the provisions of Article 2, Section 10. If additional employees 
are required to discuss specific agenda items^fheif.attendance at the committee 
meeting will be arranged in advance. The' total number of both permanent and 
additional employees shall not exceed ^ighjt(8) in attendance at any meeting. 
Release time for the additional employees will be granted in accordance with Article 
2, Section 10. The committee shall meet regularly but not less.than once per month 
for the following purposes: 
1. Provide a forum for employee input to the Agency on problems with workload 
standards and workjoad size. 
2. Reporting of other related problems regarding attrition rates, employee 
morale, staffing policies which may impact workload. 
3. Monitoring effects of new workload standards or workload standards being 
tested. 
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4. Developing agreements and/or recommendations for improving 
environmental conditions designed to reduce stress arid enhance 
productivity including but not limited to crowding, air conditioning, noise 
pollution, furniture, files, video display terminals (VDT's). 
5. Review of agency reporting methods including standardization among 
districts and identification of work functions which should be reported. 
When Public Assistance caseloads in total average five percent (5%) oyer 
bahdihg, this fact shai! be referred to the Workload Committee and efforts 
initiated to "provide adjustment to staffing within the authority of "the adopted 
budget. 
The Agency will make every reasonable effort to provide monthly services 
Personnel Utilization Reports to the Workload Committee. 
Among additional items to be addressed by this committee'are: Transfers, 
Alternative* "Work Schedules, Workload, Telecommuting of Employees, 
. Performance Repbrti,, Employee Recognition Program. 
When either party identifies1 a'ri issue for discussion it will Submit a written statement 
to the other party for the agenda of the next committee meeting. A Union member 
of the committee may be authorized up to four (4) hours release time to investigate 
the apparent problem in order to clearly identify the content and scope. 
The Union representatives of the committee shall, upon request, be provided with 
a maximum of one hour feiease time immediately before the committee meeting to 
review their findings. •• - • 
t he County shall provide to the cbrnmritee any appropriate statistics which are 
reasonable available. 
In recognition that some issues which might come under discussion are resolvable 
at the Agency level, while other issues might require decisions by the CAO, Board 
of Supervisors or even combinations including the Department of Human Resources 
and Civil Service Commission. 
By mutual agreement, the members of the committee shall make recommendations 
to the Director, who may either accept or reject these recommendations. If the 
recommendations are rejected, the reasons for this action shall be provided to the 
members of the committee. 
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The Director may refer the recommendations. of the Committee to the Labor 
Relations Office for interim meeting and conferring under the Meyers-Milias-Brown 
Act, if that is the only available niethod of!ciipptementation. 
Section 4. Union-Manaaement Caseload Coiriifiitt.ee 
in order to provide quality services, the County'anAtbe Union recognize that caseloads 
must be at a reasonable level. A Union-Management Caseload Committee will be formed 
consisting of representatives of the Union, the agency.and labor relations. The committee 
will work on defining reasonable caseloads ''aitfi ;rnethods of achieving them. Joint 
recommendations will be submitted to" the DifectoJ(gm,ealth and Human Services Agency 
for consideration. Information will be provided to the1 Union on a continuing basis to help 
monitor existing caseload policies. 
Section 5. Safety ... - , « - , . 
The County and the Union agree that safe working conditions are the mutual responsibility 
of each employee and supervisor. Each. e/ripio^ee^liBs the responsibility to immediately 
report an unsafe working condition to his/her,,suQewisor. The, supervisor has the 
responsibility to investigate an allegation that'a workirig'condition is unsafe. The parties 
agree that the following procedure shall be utilised injDrqmoting a safe work environment 
for all employees: '. '"„'"' 
•'!• ViMittliF •'•.-"•.•• 
A. All employees shall be entitled, thrqughi an .appropriate forum, to participate in the 
development of safety programs. 
B. The County shall provide a list of all safety,.j?jfcers, their department, addresses, 
and phone numbers to the Union.' Such list snail be kept current by the County. 
C. No employee shall be obligated tq work in a facility or worksite, with any machinery 
or on equipment which'is riot safe. 
D. Any employee who believes that, art .unsafe condition exists shall report such 
condition verbally to the supervisoj; immediately upon discovery of such condition. 
The employee shall report such condition to the supervisor in writing, as soon as 
possible. After receipt of a written report, the supervisor shall have the 
responsibility to remedy the situation or to seek an opinion from qualified personnel 
in the County whether an unsafe working condition exists. If a determination is 
made that an unsafe working condition exists, corrective action process shall be 
initiated as soon as possible. 
E. If the supervisor fails to respond or refuses to initiate the corrective action process, 
the employee may present the written report to his/her Union steward, or if no 
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steward is available, the Union field representative. Such Union officer shall be 
entitled to communicate with the appropriate safety officer(s) or, subsequently, the 
appointing authority's representative to seek a resolution of the issue. 
F. A disagreement between the employee and the supervisor as to whether or not an 
unsafe working condition exists may be addressed pursuant to the Grievance 
Procedure. Such grievance shall be processed in an expeditious manner. 
Section 6. Seniority , ;••• 
Definition: Seniority shall mean' the status attained by length of County service. 
Seniority shall be determined from the day of an employee's official appointment to County service. 
Probationary employees: A probationary employee shall have no seniority until the 
employee has completed a probationary period. Upon completion of the probationary 
period; the employee wiif acquire sliniority from the date of hire. 
Transferred and Promoted E m p W ^ r A n employee transferred or promoted, shall accrue 
:no seniority in the new position u?,w the completion of the established probationary period 
in the new position. Upon completion, the employee's total seniority shall be credited. 
During the established probationary period, the employee will continue to hold and accrue 
seniority in the position from which transferred or promoted, and, in the event the position 
to which transferred or promoted is abolished or the employee admits the inability to 
perform the duties of such position during this probationary period, the employee will be 
returned to the position from which'transferred or promoted with no loss of seniority. 
Breaking Ties: Whenever more thai i one parson has the same seniority date for purposes 
of this Section, ties shall be broken first by adding broken County service; and finally by 
lots. 
Seniority shall not be broken by vacations, sick leave or call to military service. 
Loss of Seniority: All seniority rights shall be lost by an employee under the following circumstances: 
If the employee: • 
1. Quits. 
2. Is discharged and fails in appeal. 
3. Does not return to work within 60 days of being recalled after a layoff. 
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4. Is laid off without being reinstated,, ,,.,,-
5. Promotes out of the classification series and completes probation. 
Section 7. Layoff Procedure 
A. General •. .••.'•
 : -; ' '^siw .. •;•. 
When the Board of Supervisors determines it is necessary through lack of work or 
funds, to reduce the number of employees in any class covered, by this Agreement, 
the appointing authority of the agency/department concerned shall notify the 
Director in writing of the number pf empjpye.es JQ be laid off, the class title, and the 
date the employees are to be laid off. Upon receipt of such notice, the Director shall 
give to the appointing authority, the-names ofthe.employees.who should be first laid 
off in accordance with this procedure. 
B, : Exceptions . i- .- ,
 v ••..r-.iJtscl'>.i. ^ .;•,-•*_;••, 
1. Suborqanizational Layoff.: When the, ^ jpointing authorjtyiso. .requests, the 
Civil Service Commission, upon finding that it is in the public interest, may 
authorize-an apppintjng.authority^togj^.afkemployes-within, a divisipn, 
office, sectiptj, institution or afher,:subdfy)§iqijicf ^ n office, age,ncy/#partment 
or institution instead...of,;; laying <$%\ ^employees , from, the , office, 
agency/department or institution as a whole. In such case, the foregoing 
provisions shall.be.applie^io^ediygta^qffice,, section, institution.or other 
subdivisions within which the C|vil,j&pr i^^ 8,ISpmmission has authorized the 
layoff: ,..-,_ . , _>!.:.;•? Sj Ijt-r;.- •; -•. .•, ... 
2. Required Specialized Skills..-Whenc^ei appointing, authority so requests. 
employees who perform required services and possess specialized 
knowledge, and/or skill not possessed by.jBther employees in the Agejipyjnd 
which are necessaiy,tQ thefip.e^a{ion of the Agency, .may be Excepted from 
layoff, as authorized by the Civil Service Commission pursuant to a finding 
that such exception from layoff is in the public interest. 
C. Notice of Layoff 
1. DHR Notice to Agency and to Union. Prior to the occurrence of a layoff, the 
Director, shall provide written notice to the Union when the Agency is notified 
of any employees covered by this Agreement, who are identified for layoff. 
This notice shall list all persons in the affected class including the number, 
class title, seniority rating, and date on which affected employees are to be 
laid off. 
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2. Appointing Authority Notice to Employees. Upon receipt of the layoff list, the 
appointing authority shall prepare and serve a Notice of Layoff. The notice 
.shall contain the following information: 
a. The effective date of layoff; 
b. The seniority rating of the employee computed by the Director; 
c. The seniority ranking of the employee on the layoff list for the 
particular class involved in the layoff; 
d. The total number of layoffs for the particular class; 
e. A statement of the computation of seniority ratings and rankings; 
f. A copy of the complete layoff list compiled by the Director showing the 
seniority rating for each employee on the layoff list; 
g. A statemerif trlat the employee has the opportunity to contact the 
Director of designated representative no later than five (5) business 
days after receipt of the Notice of Layoff to inspect the records 
relating to the computation of the layoff list including the employee's 
seniority rating and ranking, and to meet with the Director or 
designated re^rsssntative regarding any corrections related to such 
iist, rating Or ranking. The employee shall be informed that failure to 
contact or meet with the Director or designated representative within 
the prescribed period will be deemed a waiver of any objections that 
might have been raised regarding the list, rating, or ranking; 
h. A statement that the layoff will be effective on the date indicated 
' • unless the appointing authority advises the employee in writing 
otherwise prior to the effective date and time set forth on the notice; 
i. A copy of provisions of Rule XIV of the Rules pertaining to layoff. 
D. Approval and Service of Notice 
The Notice of Layoff shall be approved by County Counsel prior to its distribution 
to any employee. The Notice of Layoff shall be served, either personally or by mail, 
on ah employee at least thirty (30) calendar days prior to the effective date of the 
layoff. 
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E. , Order of Layoff 
Except for permanent employees who, volunteer to be laid off, the order of layoff 
within the class and in the Agency, shall be in the following order (the appointing 
authority may lay off a volunteer for layoff at any point in this order): 
1. Provisional Employee. Definitipn: An employee who has not completed a 
probationary period and who has hdt'been appointed to his/her present class 
from an eligible list. .-n<-
2. Certified Temporary Employee, Definition: An employee who has not 
completed a probationary .period a.nd, has been temporarily appointed from 
an eligible list for a specified period. 
3. Probationary Employee. Definition: Ah employee who has been appointed 
to a permanent position from an^eligjbte list and is currently serving, but who 
has never completed, a probatiorjarVCp^nod. 
4. Permanent Employee. Definitior);, Aj), employee who has completed a 
probationary period or a .permaher^enpoyee who is serving a probationary 
period in the same or. a. different ,cla§s^'lr, , 
Permanent employees shall, be laid off ac^ordino^jj the layoff ratings, lowest ratings 
first. The order of layoff within categories I '^JpdiS, and for permanent employees 
with equal layoff ratings,, shaf. be^af ,ftfn'&pp)nting authority's discretion. 
Employees on leave shall be la'ui.nn nrnomniari in i:=.. ~* i—** — ••*" ployees on leave shall i>e Jaifj.off;'praeihf§§d in lieu of layoff as if they were 
active employees. ,, . ^ i .-,;X,y=. ,, 
Seniority 
Seniority is the employee^ total hou,rsof continupusCounty service. All service of 
a blanketed-in employee shajl, for the period prior to classification to the position, 
be credited for seniority purposes whether or not it was continuous. All seniority is 
lost upon resignation or dismissal. Any employee who has gained permanent status 
and is laid off, shall, if reinstated, regain his/her seniority credit possessed at the 
time he/she was laid off. 
Calculation of Layoff Rating 
1. Continuous-service-date to May 23. 1986 ("historical" layoff rating). The 
purpose of this "historical" layoff rating is to calculate employees' service 
credit for purposes of the past to the last day of the full pay period beginning 
May 9, 1986. These points will constitute employee's layoff rating for the 
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past, to which the points calculated for prospective implementation (standard 
layoff rating) will be added as provided below: 
Historical layoff rating: One (1) point for each hour of 
continuous (unbroken) service from last date employee was 
hired into the classified service (80 points for each full biweekly 
.pay period).. -
2.. Standard layoff rating. One (1) point for each hour of paid service (excludes 
. all unpaid leaves or periods of suspension but includes short-term voluntary 
: work furlough), aftertiie day specified in (1) above. 
3. Formula for combining historical and standard layoff ratings. Employees in 
classes identified for layoff shall have their seniority calculated as follows to 
combine historical and standards ratings:: 
total historical ratings; Hrs. 'r 
' Pius: Standard rating: Hrs. 
Total: Hrs./Points 
The total of thfese^d ratings shall constitute the employee's official layoff 
ratirig. ' - iu?' •'•'• 
H. Demotion in Lieu of Layoff 
The appointing authority shaii'determine by class, subject to review by the Director, 
whether demotion shall be .afforded employees as an option in lieu of layoff. 
"At the request of the appointing authority, a permanent employe!© shall, in lieu of 
layoff, be afforded the option of demotion within the same department to a position 
in a lower class, provided that no such demotion shall in turn require the layoff or 
demotion from such lower class of any employee whose layoff rating is at least as 
high as that of the demoting employee. A probationary employee may be afforded 
the opportunity to accept a demotion within the same department to a position in a 
lower class provided no such demotion shall in turn require the layoff of any 
:
 employee in the lower ciass. Such probationer shall not become permanent in the 
lower class by this action except by completing a new full probation period in such 
lower class. -
I. Cash in Lieu of Compensatory Time Off 
The payment of cash in lieu of compensatory time off for an eligible employee who 
is laid off shall be in accordance with Article 5, Section 2.C. 
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J. Eligibility to be Placed on Reinstatement List. 
A permanent employee who is laid" off,"demoted in lieu of layoff, or whose 
Compensation Ordinance position is to be,deleted as a result of the Board of 
Supervisors having had a second reading of an^rdinance amendment to delete the 
position, shall have his/her name placed dri'thfe reinstatement list for the class from 
which the employee is, or is to be, laid bffWoerhoted in lieu of layoff. Employees 
shall be on the reinstatement list for three (3) years except that an employee who 
three (3) times refuses an offer of reinstatement^ the class from which he/she was 
laid off or to a class of equal status; b'r fai?£ to rfespdnd to an offer of reinstatement, 
shall have his/her name removed frpfri th^rbi^Stateirnerit list following said refusal. 
In addition, if the employee on the reinstatement list is appbirited to the class from 
which he/she was laid off, or to a diffe.reqtclass of equal;toor greater status than 
the reinstatement list class, then .jhis/ner riame s'hali,be removed from the 
reinstatement list. An employee who ac^p$(ar£offer of reinstatement to the class 
from which he/she was laid off shall also be removed from the reinstatement list 
upon the date of reinstatement. The placernerit on .the reinstatement list shall be 
determined in the same manner as for th^CjC^^Qf. layoff except in the inverse order 
thereof. % l ' T 
Employees on, the reinstatement list shall hav^tjie JBrst right of reinstatement to any 
vacancies in any department for the class for which he/she is eligible for such 
reinstatement, subject to the following: 
1. A new probationary period shall not be required of any employee reinstated 
to the department from which he/gh^ vjfa^Jaid off; 
2. A new probationary period shall be required of an employee reinstated to a 
different departmenyhan that^rc-nr^jiich he/she was laidI. off, except that 
failure of probation shajj return t(ie^efnp|pyee to the reinstatement list. In no 
event shall such failureI of probajtibrj e^epfl the employee's placement on the 
reinstatement list beyoridWe.e yb^rXfrbm the date of placement on it; 
3. A reinstated employee. wil| regain his/her seniority credit possessed at the 
time he/she was laid off, which shall count for purposes of vacation accrual, 
. rate and step increase. In addition, the employee's sick leave balance 
(except for that portion, for which the employee was paid cash at the time of 
layoff), and compensatory time off balance accrued as of layoff, shall be 
reinstated. 
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Section 8. Transfers: Health & Human Services Agency 
A person who desires to transfer to another office shall make such written request to the 
Agency Personnel Officer. The Agency Personnel Officer shall treat the identity of the 
person making such request as confidential. Upon a vacancy occurring in an office to 
which qualified persons have requested a transfer, the Agency Personnel Officer shall 
present a list of names of qualified persons requesting transfer to the appropriate 
District/Section Chief. In filling any vacancy, the Agency shall fully consider all requests 
for infra-agency transfers prior to (He hiring of new employees. The above procedure shall 
be utilized as to requests for transfer within an office except that the written request shall 
be made to the District/Section Chief or representative he/she designates to handle all 
such requests. 
ft is within the discretion of the' County to allow a transfer under this policy or to require the 
administrative transfer of employees. 
Section 9. Telephones 
The basic County policy is that telephones are provided for County business. Employees 
shall be permitted to' receive ahd'p.'ace local telephone calls of a personal nature on 
County telephones, provided su'eftdtfes not result in undue job interference - meaning that 
reasonable, personal necessity occasionally requires a brief non-business telephone call 
that does not interfere with County business. Toll calls for non-County purposes from 
County phones are never authorized. 
Employees shall have use of County phones to contact the Union. 
Section 10. Performance Evaluation 
It is recognized that both the worker and his/her supervisor are responsible to 
communicate regarding performance expectations particularly When one of them is new 
or has transferred. 
Upon issuance of the employee performance report by the immediate supervisor and upon 
discussion with the employee, the employee shall have five (5) work days in which to 
consider the performance rating before signing it. During this period the employee may 
consult with the Union. The employee may also prepare a written statement to be included 
with the performance report in the personnel file. 
Should an employee feel that an evaluation is unjust or incorrect, said employee may 
appeal at the agency level, and shall have the right to representation at any meeting or 
hearing held. Ah unbiased hearing officer shall be appointed from within the Agency and 
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absent the consent of the employee, shall be outside of the line of authority from the 
employee through the Bureau Chief. 
If a change is proposed to the hearing officer-findings and recommendations, the 
employee will have the right to meet with the, appointing authority, or designee, before a 
final decision is reached. . . . .
 r . . i . .^. , , 
When a change is made in a performance, ey.alptipn, a new evaluation form with all 
changes incorporated shall be prepared, and fptwa^d^in place of the.original. AH material 
from the original evaluation shall be.maintained iri a'spgarate file apart from the employee's 
personnel file and shall be destroyed five years framjhe,date of the original appeal finding. 
If the actual workload of an employee significantly exceeds reasonable expectations during 
the rating period for a performance evaluation, sucfyeyaluation, will contain a. discussion 
by the supervisor of the employee's workload and hte(fl% job performance relative to the 
workload. 
Section 11. Protective Policy 
A. When an employee is personally threatened^yan individuals) related to a ease; 
due to job-related reasons,,the employee m^rjaguest-that the Agency conduct a 
prompt investigation to determine vvhether.an^-pn^or mp.re of the following actions 
would be appropriate: , '•.....•?.•• v t ^ , 
1. Case re-assignment; 
, - • : . ; V*r=l;•::•. ' 
2. Temporary transfer to other duties; 
3. Other actions as appropriate; 
,4. If the investigation shows.that the personal threat,interfere with the 
employee's performance of his/her job duties, the Agency, may recommend 
that the County file injunctive Court action against the threatening 
individual(s) in conformance with Code of Civil Procedure Section 527.6 
prohibiting harassment. 
When an employee believes that he/she is working with a potentially dangerous 
person, the employee must notify- his/her supervisor of such a belief and the 
reasons therefore. At the request of the employee, the Agency shall consider 
providing support personnel for the employee during the time he/she is working with 
such a person in the course and scope of the employee's duties. No employee 
shall be required to visit a residence or other location without police back up if 
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information available indicates weapons are present, or recent activity which is likely 
to pose a threat to personal safety of the employee. 
C. When a supervisor or manager becomes aware that an individual(s) within the 
scope of an employee's work-related responsibility or another employee at the work 
site is considered threatening or dangerous to that employee or other identifiable 
employees, the supervisor oi--manager shall, as soon as practically possible, inform 
an employee(s), who has/havs a work-related need to know. 
D. Each employee providing field services in the community and not exclusively in an 
alternative office setting with an assigned desk phone, will be provided with fully 
functioning cellular phones while in the field which may be used to call for 
assistance from other county personnel, law enforcement, medical personnel and/or 
anyone else whose assistance may be required in a critical situation. 
Section 12. Drug and Alcohol Use Policy 
The County and the Union agree on all negotiable provisions of the DRUG & ALCOHOL 
USE POLICY. This Policy is implemented by inclusion in the County's DRUG & ALCOHOL 
USE POLICY (which this policy is a part thereof) through appropriate approvals and 
adoption by the Board of Supervises. The Chief Administrative Officer shall administer 
the Policy. Copies of this Policy arid the "Support by Employee Organizations" Agreement 
shall be printed and distributed to ail new employees covered by this Memorandum of 
Agreement. v.w-<i.. 
Section 13. EmployeeRecoanitionFroctrams • 
Employee Recognition Programs, authorized by ORDINANCE NO. 7730 (New Series) may 
be instituted in County departments*' 
The purpose of such programs wiil be to recognize exemplary employees and improve 
public service through enhanced motivation. 
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This grievance procedure shall be applied in resolving grievances filed by employees 
covered by this Agreement. . -. 
A. Definition r>u • 
A grievance is defined as an allegation by ahj®mployee or a group of employees 
that the County has failed to provide a corxiitton'of employment which is established 
by this Agreement or by an agency/department'Policy or Procedure Manual. This 
grievance procedure shall not apply to matters: 
1. Over which the Civil Service Commission has jurisdiction. 
2. Covered by the Labor RelationsOrdhrance. 
3. Concerning Performance Reports. 
.--I
 t i . . . . . 
Letters of Warning shall not be arbitrable. 
B. Stale Grievance ••• ..;..-'.i-vnanW--.:- ; " : 
A grievance shall be void unless filed inwritmga*/ithin forty-five (45) calendar days 
from the date upon which the County is alleged** have failed to provide a condition 
of employment which, has been establishedlbythis Agreement, or within forty-five 
(45) calendar days from the time an employee might reasonably have been 
expected to have learned of the alleged failure. In no event shall a grievance 
include a claim for money relief for more thart the forty-five (45) day period plus 
such reasonable discovery period. 
The County shall inform the Union of any grievance which claims a violat ion^ 
terms and conditions of this Agreement. A Union representative has the right to be 
present during any formal grievance meeting concerning such a grievance. The 
Union representative will contact management in advance if they elect to attend 
such a meeting. Additional County representatives may also be present at such a 
meeting. 
C. Informal Discussion with Employee's Supervisor 
Before proceeding to the formal grievance procedure, an employee shall discuss 
his/her grievance with his/her immediate supervisor in private and attempt to work 
out a satisfactory solution. If the employee and his/her immediate supervisor cannot 
work out a satisfactory solution, the employee may then choose to represent 
himself/herself individually, or he/she may request the assistance of a steward who 
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has been designated pursuant to Article 2, Section 4, entitled "Stewards" in 
reducing to writing and formally presenting the grievance. 
D. Formal Written Grievance to Employee's Supervisor 
If the employee chooses to formally pursue his/her grievance, he/she shall present 
the written grievance to his/her immediate supervisor within seven (7) working days 
after the date upon which the grieving employee informally discussed the grievance 
with the supervisor. The written grievance shall specify the Article, Section, and/or 
Subsection of this Agreement which is alleged to have been violated by the County, 
and shall specify dates, times, places and persons, and other facts necessary to a 
clear understanding of the matter being grieved. The immediate supervisor shall 
return a copy' of the written grievance to the employee with his/her answer thereto 
in writing within seven (7) Wooing days after receipt of the written grievance. If the 
grievance is not resolved at this level, the employee shall have seven (7) working 
* days from receipt of the Supervisor's answer within which to file art appeal to the 
next level. 
E. Grievance to Middle Management •--'• 
The Midale Manager SMW-W*..* seven (J) working days in which to review and 
answer the grievance in wrifihgaffer receipt! At the employee's option, a grievance 
meeting shall be held at Shis.'level. The employee and his/her representative or 
steward may be present at arid participate in any such meeting. If the grievance is 
hot resolved at this 'level, iftfe employee shall have seven (7) working days from 
receipt of the written answer Within which to file an appeai to" the Agency Head. 
F. Grievance to Agency Head 
The Agency Head; or trie' Agency Head's designee, shall have fifteen (15) working 
days fn which to review, and answer the grievance in writing. Unless waived by 
mutual agreement of the employee or his/her representative and the Agency Head 
or'the Agency Head's designee, a meeting is required at this level and the 
employee and his/her representative shall have the right to be present and 
participate in such a meeting. The time limit at this level may be extended by 
mutual agreement between the Agency Head, or the Agency Head's designee, and 
the employee or his/her representative. 
G. Waiver of Appeal Steps 
If the grievance is not resolved after the immediate supervisor has answered it in 
writing, the grievanf and the Agency Head, or the Agency Head's designee, may by 
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mutual agreement waive review of the grievance at the Middle Management leve 
and proceed to present the grievance to the„^gency Head. 
H. Binding Arbitration of Grievances . • „ , . . . . • 
In the event that the grievance is not resojyejj.by the Agency Head, the Union may, 
within thirty (30) days after receipt of the. decisi^ of the Agency.Head or the Agency 
Head's designee, made pursuant to Paragraph F, request that the grievance be 
heard by an arbitrator. ••i-pir". 
I. informal Review by Labor Relations Office.. .. 
Prior to the selection of the arbitrator and,s^E|'mjssion of.tne grievance for hearing 
by said arbitrator, the Labor Relations pff ice^ai! informally review the grievance 
and determine whether said grievance mayjb^adjusted to the satisfaction of the 
employee. The Labor Relations Office shf iyjave ten (10) work days in which to 
review and seek adjustment of the grievance. 
J. Selection of Arbitrator .-:.-;nev>,-. -\-
The arbitrator shall be selected by mutual ag^pment between the Labor Relations 
Qffice and the Union. If the Labor RelafJo,r\snOlf0pe. and the.Union are unable to 
agree on the selection of an arbitrator, they sfiajljjointiy request the State Mediation 
and Conciliation Service to.submit a list of ,%© qualified arbitrators The Labor 
Relations Office and the Union, shall then alternately strike names from the list until 
only one name remains, and that person shall, serve as arbitrator. ..„. 
K. Duty of Arbitrator l~,t.;.,: 
. Except when an agreed statement of facts is submitted by the parties, it shall be the 
duty of the arbitrator to hear and consider evidence submitted by the parties and to 
thereafter make written findings of fa!pt,_and,a,.jdisposition of the grievance which 
shaii be binding. The decisipn.of the arbitrator shall be based solely on the 
interpretation of the appropriate provisions of the Memorandum of Agreement 
applicable to the grievance, and he/she shall not add to, subtract from, modify or 
disregard any of the terms or provisions of the Agreement.. 
The provisions for arbitration are not intended and shall not be construed to 
empower an arbitrator to change any condition of employment, specifically covered 
by the Memorandum of Agreement, or to revise, modify or alter, in any respect, any 
provision contained in the agreement. 
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L. Payment of Costs ,; 
Each party to a hearing before an arbitrator shall bear his own expenses in 
connection therewith. All fees and expenses of the arbitrator shall be borne one-
half by the County and one-halfby the grievantj 
M. Effect of Failure of Timely Action 
Failure of the employee to file an appeal within the required time period at any level 
shall constitute an abandonment of the grievance. Failure of the County to respond 
within the time limit at any step shall result in an automatic advancement of the 
grievance to the next step. Time limits specified in, this Article may be extendedby 
mutual agreement .betweent'is grievantcr his/her representative and the County. 
The agreement shall be confirmed in writing. ;.., 
ARTICLE 13. MODIFICATION . ," ,..'• 
This Agreement shall not be modified unless such modification is approved by the Board 
of Supervisors pursuant to the,js?!rt submission and recommendation, of the Labor 
Relations Office and the Union. ., 
ARTICLE 14. PROVISIONS OF LAW 
If any provision of this Mempranc'uJiT, is held invalid by operation:<af law or by a court of 
competent jurisdiction, or if compliance with or enforcement of any provision is restrained 
by any tribunal, the remainder of this Memorandum shall not be affected thereby.: , 
ARTICLE 15. LEGAL REPRESENTATION 
Upon request of an employee and subject to any limitations provided by law, the County 
will provide for the defense of any civil action or proceeding initiated against the employee 
by a person or entity other than the County in a court of competent jurisdiction on account 
of any act or omission occurring within the course and scope of his/her employment as an 
employee of the County.. 
Nothing herein shall be deemed to require the provision of such defense where the 
discretion to provide or not provide such defense is vested in the County pursuant to the 
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provisions of the California Government Code, now and as amended or where the act or 
omission was not within the scope of the employee's employment, or the employee acted 
or failed to act because of actual fraud, corruption of actual malice, or where the provision 
of such defense would create a conflict of interest between the County and the employee. 
Nothing herein shall be construed to grant to employee any rights or privileges in addition 
to those provided in the said Government Code. 
ARTICLE 16, PROHIBITION OF WORK ACTION ^Th. 
• •••- •••••• o - ; t a - . . . • . • . - • 
During the term of this Agreement and for90 days thereafter, rlfr work stoppages, strikes, 
slowdowns, workactions, or picketing, other than' Mbrtnafidnal picketing, shall be caused 
or sanctioned by the Union. i • niV-
In the event any employee covered by this Agreement, or the Union, violates the provisions 
of this Article and the Union fails to exercise good faith to take effective action in halting 
the work action, the Union and the employees involved shall be deemed in violation of this 
Article and the County shall be entitled to seek all remedies available to it. 
- . . . , • . . • • • : . -•:.:• •:..?•'•.! t i g i l i W - " X ;: •:• 
During the period referenced in the paragraph abbvts^e County will not take action to lock 
out employees covered by this Agreement. 
ARTICLE 17. EMERGENCY ,'»AJ.'r 
Nothing herein shall limit the aufhorityof ma'nageifieWtefrriake necessary changes during 
emergencies. However, management shall notifylHe'TMioh of any such changes as soon 
as possible. Emergency assignments is defined as W substantial likelihood that serious 
harm would be experienced unless immediate action is taken. 
ARTICLE 18. RE-OPENER PROVISIONS 
A. Revisions to Civil Service Rules and Procedures 
Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Agreement (with specific reference to 
Article 13), the Union and the County agree to meet and confer with the other party 
upon request regarding revisions to Civil Service Rules and procedures and to re-
open the following provision of this Agreement, if necessary: 
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1. Article 4, Section 1, Wages, except that no employee's wages will be 
reduced as a result of revisions to Civil Service Rules. 
B. Article 4. Wages Section - CPI-U (San Diego Index) Wage Re-Opener 
In January 2005, or as soon thereafter as the information is available, the CPI-U 
(Sari Diego) for calendar year 2004 will be obtained. If the CPI-U (San Diego) 
exceeds four percent (4.0%), the parties wili re-open Article 4, Wages, of this 
Agreement on March 1, 2005. Any adjustments that result from a meet and confer 
process will be effective June 24,2005. 
C. Health Insurance ' ' ™ 
The County and the Uriion agree to re-open Article 10, Section 2 (A) (3), "County 
Contribution Towards Flexible Benefits Plan", during the fourth year of this 
Agreement but no earlier than April 1, 2004. 
D. Retirement Offset Phase-In" 
The County and the Union agree to re-open Article 10, Section f (C), "Retirement 
Offset", during the fourth year of this Agreement but no earlier than April 1,2004. 
E. Classification Study 
Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Agreement (with specific reference to 
Article 13), the Union agrees to meet and confer with the County upon request 
regarding the results'; of the County-wide classification study and re-open' the 
following provision of this Agreement: ''•'"' "' 
1. Article 4, Section 1, Wages, except that no employee's wages will be 
reduced as a result of the Classification Study. 
F. Enterprise Resource Project (ERP) - Modernization of Business Systems 
Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Agreement (with specific reference to 
Article 13), the Union agrees to meet and confer with the County upon request 
regarding matters within the scope of representation pertaining to implementation 
of ERP software applications and IT issues and to re-open the following provision 
of this Agreement, if necessary: 
1. Article 4, Section 1, Wages, except that no employee's wages will be 
reduced as a result of implementation of the Enterprise Resource Project. 
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G. Health Plan Task Force ..... 
A joint union-management committee with equal representation of management and 
the union shall be established. SEIU, Local5,35, shall have (2) representatives on 
this Task Force. 
This Task Force shall be a standing comrnitt^e.and will meet on a mutually-agreed 
upon schedule (at least quarterly).to-.cgrisider issues of health care delivery to 
employees. ...,,- " A "•' 
This Task Force shall study activities which have the potential of limiting health plan 
costs without shifting costs to workers or otherwise reducing, levels of benefits or 
quality of care. The Task Force shall develop recommendations for measures to 
hold insurance, carries, administrators ^r jd , hospitals and physicians more 
accountable for controlling health'care cpsils^K 
Any changes to the existing health/life insurance programs would be subject to the 
meet and confer process. In no event during the term of this Agreement will there 
be a reduction in flex credit contribution by the County or change in benefits unless 
mutually agreed upon by the parties..., .
 i,.7nB 
ARTICLE 19. DETERMINATION BY THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 
This Memorandum is hereby submitted to the San. JDJ|j|b. County Board of Supervisors by 
the Labor Relations Office and the Llnion for the B,o^r^cpnsideration and approval. Upon 
approval, this Memorandum shall become bihdfria upon the County, the Union and all of 
the employees in the representation unit covered by this Memorandum. 
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FOR THF So^fT, 
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4 £
* ^ — , 2001. FOR THE COUNtY 6<F SAN DIEGO: 
CAROLE A. McCOWN '•• •' - r 
Labor Relations £pecialisrt 
. ' ^ . A F L - C I O f S W U N I T ) : 
- W ^ O I T ^ ^ ^ 
J ^ ^ R ^ n t a t f v e 
^^^oc iv l | i f e = = ^ —-
Sen,or Reld Representative 
BRIAN | 
BRENDA SAMMONs 
BILL BIXBY 
STEVE THORNE 
V A L A T J E Z ^ ^ r ^ -
& ^ 
ANA DAUGHEI 
10/1/01 
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THE COUNTY WISHES TO RECOGNIZE AND ACKNOWLEDGE THE CONSULTIVE 
PARTICIPATION OF THE FOLLOWING MEMBERS OF THE MANAGEMENT SUPPORT 
TEAM IN THE NEGOTIATIONS PROCESS FOR LOCAL 535 MOA (2001-2006): 
HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES AGENCY 
HAWLEY RIDENOUR 
Group HR Director, HHSA 
STEVE BRIGGS 
Assistant Deputy Director, HHSA 
CAROL MANGE 
Assistant Deputy Director, HHSA 
